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On the roots of the Poincare structure of asymptotically flat
spacetimes∗
La´szlo´ B. Szabados
Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics
H-1525 Budapest 114, P.O.Box 49, Hungary
E-mail: lbszab@rmki.kfki.hu
The analysis of canonical vacuum general relativity by R. Beig and N. O´ Murchadha (Ann. Phys. 174
463-498 (1987)) is extended in numerous ways. The weakest possible power-type fall-off conditions for the
energy-momentum tensor of the matter fields, the metric, the extrinsic curvature, the lapse and the shift are
determined which, together with the parity conditions, are preserved by the energy-momentum conservation
law T ab;b = 0 and the evolution equations for the geometry. The algebra of the asymptotic Killing vectors,
defined with respect to a foliation of the spacetime, is shown to be the Lorentz Lie algebra for slow fall-off
of the metric, but it is the Poincare algebra for 1/r or faster fall-off.
It is shown that the applicability of the symplectic formalism already requires the 1/r (or faster) fall-off
of the metric. The connection between the Poisson algebra of the Beig–O´ Murchadha Hamiltonians (and, in
particular, the constraint algebra) and the asymptotic Killing vectors is clarified. Their Hamiltonian H [Ka]
is shown to be constant in time modulo constraints for those asymptotic Killing vectors Ka that are defined
with respect to the foliation by the constant time slices.
The energy-momentum and angular momentum are defined by the boundary term Q[Ka] in H [Ka] even
in the presence of matter. Although the energy-momentum is well defined even for slightly faster than the
r−1/2 fall-off, we show that the angular momentum and centre-of-mass are finite only if the metric falls off
as 1/r or faster. Q[Ka] is constant in time for those Ka’s that are asymptotic Killing vectors with respect
to the foliation by the constant time slices. If the foliation corresponds to proper time evolution (i.e. its
lapse tends to 1 at infinity), then Q[Ka] reproduces the ADM energy, the spatial momentum and spatial
angular momentum, but the centre-of-mass deviates from that of Beig and O´ Murchadha by the spatial
momentum times the coordinate time. The spatial angular momentum and the new centre-of-mass form an
anti-symmetric Lorentz tensor, which transforms in the expected way under Poincare transformations.
∗ Dedicated to Jim Nester on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
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1. Introduction
The quantum field theoretical investigations of the early sixties showed that, strictly speaking, the observables
of quantum fields must be associated only with finite but extended spacetime domains, i.e. they are quasi-
local [1]. Quantities associated with spacetime points are not observables, and the global quantities, e.g.
the total energy or electric charge, should be considered as the limit of quasi-locally defined quantities.
Interestingly enough (although by different reasons, but) the situation is very similar in general relativity:
energy-momentum and angular momentum cannot be associated with the points of the spacetime. Any
such local expression is necessarily pseudotensorial and/or internal gauge dependent. Thus if we want to
characterize the gravitational ‘field’ by observables finer than those associated with the whole (necessarily
asymptotically flat) spacetime, then these observables must also be defined quasi-locally.
In the last two decades a lot of efforts was concentrated on the investigations both of the general
framework in which the quasi-local energy-momentum and angular momentum should be constructed and
the specific constructions themselves (and their properties). Although there is no consensus at all in the
relativity community even about general questions e.g. when to consider a specific construction to be
‘reasonable’, it is naturally expected that the globally defined observables, e.g. the ADM energy-momentum,
must be recoverable as an appropriate limit of the corresponding quasi-local quantities. Although the energy-
momentum, both at the spatial and null infinity, is well understood, the (relativistic) angular momentum
(especially at the null infinity) needs more investigations. In particular, one should clarify the limit of the
spatial angular momentum and centre-of-mass of Brown and York [2] and the ones based on Bramson’s
superpotential and the use of the holomorphic/anti-holomorphic spinors [3] at the spatial infinity.
One of the most elegant introduction of the ADM conserved quantities at the spatial infinity is based
on the requirement of the differentiability of the Hamiltonian. This approach of Regge and Teitelboim [4]
was refined later by Beig and O´ Murchadha [5], recovering the ADM energy and linear momentum and the
spatial angular momentum of Regge and Teitelboim, but giving a different expression for the centre-of-mass.
The recent investigations of Baskaran, Lau and Petrov [6] show that the Brown–York centre-of-mass tends
to the expression of Beig and O´ Murchadha.
The traditional ADM approach of the conserved quantities and the Hamiltonian analysis of general
relativity is based on the 3+1 decomposition of the fields and the geometry. Hence it is not a priori clear
that the energy and the spatial momentum form a Lorentz vector, or the spatial angular momentum and
centre-of-mass form an anti-symmetric Lorentz tensor. To ensure the Lorentz covariance of the conserved
quantities at spatial infinity Nester developed a spacetime-covariant Hamiltonian formulation of general
relativity [7]. However, the content and the results of the theory can be spacetime covariant even if its
form is not. Thus, in particular, we should find a spacetime interpretation of the traditional Hamiltonian
formulation and the ‘conserved’ quantities of the theory in terms of some appropriately defined asymptotic
spacetime Killing vectors.
It is known that the ADM energy-momentum can be finite and well defined (i.e. independent of the
background structure) and the energy non-negativity can be proven even if the metric falls off with the radial
distance r slightly faster than r−
1
2 [8-12]. This raises the question of finding the weakest possible fall-off for
the metric and extrinsic curvature under which the spatial angular momentum and centre-of-mass are still
finite and well defined. Furthermore, we should be able to treat not only the vacuum theory, but the matter
fields should also be included.
The present paper is devoted to the investigations of the global energy-momentum and angular momen-
tum introduced at the spatial infinity of asymptotically flat spacetimes. We extend the analysis of canonical
vacuum general relativity by R. Beig and N. O´ Murchadha [5] in numerous ways: the interpretatableness of
the results in the spacetime is required, the symplectic structure is considered not to be fundamental and
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the emphasis is shifted to the field equations, the 1/r and 1/r2 a priori fall-off conditions for the metric
and the canonical momentum, respectively, are relaxed, the matter fields are included and the background
dependence of the angular momentum is investigated. In the literature several mathematically inequivalent
model for the spatial infinity have been suggested (see e.g. [13-16]). However, the notion of asymptotic
flatness at the spatial infinity based on a spacelike hypersurface is expected to be the weakest possible in
the sense that in every reasonable model of spatial infinity the existence of such a hypersurface is expected.
Thus, in the present paper, we do not use any specific model of infinity, and the notion of asymptotic flatness
that we use is based on the existence of a certain spacelike hypersurface. Since there is some recent interest
in higher dimensional (Lorentzian) models (see e.g. [17-18]), and since no extra effort is needed to do the
analysis in general m = n+ 1 spacetime dimensions, we assume only that the dimension of the spacetime is
m ≥ 3.
In the traditional analysis the lapse and the shift are implicitly assumed to depend only on the spatial
coordinates, but not on the time coordinate. However, the equations of motion allow their time dependence.
It turns out that it is precisely this freedom that makes possible to give the spacetime interpretation of the
Poincare algebra of the Hamiltonians found by Beig and O´ Murchadha. If we excluded the time dependence
of the lapse and the shift then we would not be able to recover the boost Killing vectors even of the Minkowski
spacetime.
The philosophy of our analysis deviates slightly from the traditional one. It is the equations of motion
that are considered to be fundamental, and the boundary conditions at infinity are required to be the slowest
power-type fall-off conditions compatible with the evolution equations. Then the symplectic structure and
the Hamiltonian are considered to be only as secondary structures. They are considered to be important only
from the point of view of finding observables and, in particular, the conserved quantities, but not from the
point of view of the boundary conditions. This departs from the philosophy of Regge and Teitelboim, where
the boundary conditions and the Hamiltonian were determined in a single procedure from the regularity and
differentiability of the Hamiltonian. Thus, having the boundary conditions been specified, the Hamiltonian
H must be chosen such that the correct field equations be recoverable as the flows corresponding to the
Hamiltonian vector fields of H . Then the value of this Hamiltonian on the constraint surface will define
the ADM quantities. Although the Beig–O´ Murchadha analysis was carried out for the vacuum Einstein
theory, the value of their Hamiltonian on the constraint surface can be used to define the energy-momentum
and angular momentum even in the presence of matter fields. We clarify in what sense these quantities are
conserved, and how they depend on the flat background metric.
First we determine the weakest possible power-type fall-off conditions for the energy-momentum tensor
of the matter fields, the metric, the extrinsic curvature, the lapse and the shift which, together with the parity
conditions of Regge and Teitelboim, are preserved by the energy-momentum conservation law T ab;b = 0 and
the evolution equations for the geometry. In an n+ 1 dimensional spacetime they are of order O(r−(n+1)),
O(r−k) for some k > 0, O(r−(k+1)), O(r) and O(r), respectively. The spacetime vector fields built from
these allowed lapses and shifts will be called the allowed time axes. Then the asymptotic spacetime Killing
vectors (with respect to an allowed time axis ξa) are defined to be those vector fields for which the Killing
operator is of order O(r−k), and the space of these asymptotic Killing vectors will be denoted by AKξ . Its
factor AKξ /G
K
ξ by the subspace G
K
ξ ⊂ A
K
ξ (whose elements are the asymptotic Killing vectors with O(r
1−k)
asymptotic behaviour) can be endowed with a Lie algebra structure in a natural way, and this is shown to
be isomorphic to the Lorentz Lie algebra for slow fall-off k ∈ (0, 1), but for faster fall-off, k ≥ 1, it is the
Poincare algebra. Thus the structure of the Lie algebra of the asymptotic symmetries is linked to the fall-off
rate k of the metric.
One way of associating conserved quantities to asymptotically flat spacetimes is the use of the sym-
plectic/Hamiltonian formalism. Since the details of the formalism depend on the type of the fields, we
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concentrate only on the vacuum theory. It is shown that the applicability of the symplectic formalism to
the vacuum general relativity, in particular the existence of the symplectic 2-form, already implies that
k ≥ 12 (n− 1). This excludes the slow (k < 1) fall-off in spacetime dimensions greater than 3. The constraint
functions are shown to be finite, functionally differentiable and close to a Poisson algebra precisely for those
lapses and shifts that correspond to the special allowed time axes with O(r1−k) asymptotic behaviour. We
show that the generators of the gauge transformations, i.e. the functions whose Hamiltonian vector fields
span the kernel of the pull back to the constraint surface of the symplectic 2-form, are precisely these special
time axes. A subspace A0ξ ⊂ A
K
ξ is found such that the Hamiltonian H of Beig and O´ Murchadha, mapping
AKξ into the Poisson algebra of functions, preserves the Lie product of the elements of A
0
ξ. It is shown that
H [Ka] is constant in time with respect to the allowed time axes ξa if Ka ∈ A0ξ, and it is only constant
modulo constraint functions for Ka ∈ AKξ .
The boundary term in the Hamiltonian H [Ka] is used to define the energy-momentum and angular
momentum even in the presence of matter, independently of any symplectic structure. It is shown that,
although the energy-momentum is well defined even for k > 12 (n − 2), the angular momentum and centre-
of-mass are finite only if k ≥ 12 (n − 1). Similar result was obtained independently by Baskaran, Lau and
Petrov in 3+1 dimensions recently [6]. H [Ka] reproduces the ADM energy and spatial momentum, the
spatial angular momentum of Regge and Teitelboim and the centre-of-mass of Beig and O´ Murchadha for
Ka ∈ AKξ if the allowed time axis ξ
a corresponds to a gauge generator. However, the familiar boost Killing
vectors of the Minkowski spacetime are contained in AKξ only if the lapse part of ξ
a does not tend to zero at
infinity. For Ka ∈ AKξ with time axes ξ
a describing pure time translation at infinity the Hamiltonian H [Ka]
reproduces the energy-momentum and spatial angular momentum above, but gives an additional term (the
spatial momentum times the coordinate time) to the centre-of-mass of Beig and O´ Murchadha. To derive the
familiar, expected transformation law for the (relativistic) angular momentum this extra term is needed. For
Ka ∈ AKξ the value of the Hamiltonian H [K
a] is shown to be constant in time with respect to the allowed
time axis ξa provided the constraint equations are satisfied. We investigate the conditions of the background
(in-)dependence of the energy-momentum and angular momentum, and we found that although the former
is well defined even if the diffeomorphisms representing the ambiguity of the background metric tend to rigid
Euclidean transformations as O(rR), where R ≤ −k and R < (3−n), the latter is well defined if R ≤ (1−k)
and R ≤ (2− n) (and in the case of the equality, R = (2− n), the generator of the diffeomorphism has odd
parity). In particular, to have well defined angular momentum in 3+1 dimensions the metric must fall off
at least as O(r−1), and the allowed diffeomorphisms must tend to rigid Euclidean transformations at least
as O(r−1).
In subsection 2.1 the necessary tools are introduced and reviewed, mostly to fix the notations and
conventions. The new key element here is the n + 1 decomposition and analysis of the Killing operator.
To motivate the boundary conditions and the precise definition of the asymptotic spacetime Killing vectors
we discuss the Minkowski spacetime in subsection 2.2. Then, in subsections 2.3 and 2.4, the boundary
conditions and the asymptotic Killing vectors are discussed. Section 3. is devoted to the analysis of the
canonical general relativity, in particular to the constraints, the gauge transformations and the Hamiltonian.
In section 4. we apply the Beig–O´ Murchadha Hamiltonian to define the energy-momentum and angular
momentum of general asymptotically flat spacetimes, even in the presence of the matter fields, and clarify
how these quantities depend on the background metric. The appendix is the brief discussion of the boundary
conditions for the matter fields at the null infinity.
We use the abstract index formalism, and only the underlined and boldface indices take numerical
values. The spacetime dimension and the signature will be assumed to be m = n+1 and 1−n, respectively.
The Riemann and Ricci tensors and the curvature scalar e.g. of the spacetime connection ∇a are defined
by −mRabcdXaY cZd := ∇Y (∇ZXa) − ∇Z(∇YXa) − ∇[Y,Z]X
a, mRab :=
mRcacb and
mR := mRabg
ab,
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respectively. Thus, Einstein’s equations take the form mRab−
1
2
mRgab+Λgab = −κTab, and we use the units
in which c = 1. The terminology and formalism that we follow in the symplectic/Hamiltonian description of
general relativity are mostly based on [19-22], and the level of the mathematical rigor we work at in section
3. corresponds to that of [21,22].
2. The m = n+ 1 decomposition
2.1 The n+1 form of the Einstein equations and the Killing operator
Let Σt be a smooth foliation of the m = n + 1 dimensional spacetime (M, gab) by spacelike hypersurfaces
and let ta be its future directed unit normal such that ta∇at is positive. Let P ab := δ
a
b − t
atb, the orthogonal
projection to Σt. The lapse function N , the extrinsic curvature χab and the acceleration ae of the foliation
are defined by Nta∇at := 1, χab := P eaP
f
b ∇etf =
1
2  Ltqab and ae := t
a∇ate = −De(lnN), respectively.
Here qab is the induced (negative definite) metric and Da is the corresponding intrinsic Levi-Civita covariant
derivative. The corresponding Riemann and Ricci tensors and the curvature scalar will be denoted by Rabcd,
Rab and R, respectively. If ξ
a is any smooth vector field such that ξa∇at = 1 (‘evolution vector field’ or
rather ‘general time axis’), then ξa has the form ξa = Nta +Na for some vector field Na = N bP ab , the shift
part of ξa. For any vector field ξa and purely spatial tensor field T a1...arb1...bs let us define the ‘time derivative’
of T a1...arb1...bs by
T˙ a1...arb1...bs := P
a1
e1 ...P
ar
er P
f1
b1
...P fsbs  LξT
e1...er
f1...fs
= NP a1e1 ...P
ar
er P
f1
b1
...P fsbs  LtT
e1...er
f1...fs
+  LNT
a1...ar
b1...bs
. (2.1.1)
In particular, for the time derivative of the induced metric we have
q˙ab = 2Nχab +  LNqab. (2.1.2)
Let εa1...am be the spacetime volume m-form. The induced volume n-form and volume element on Σt is
defined by εa1...an := t
aεaa1...an and dΣt :=
1
n!εa1...an =
√
|q|dnx, respectively, and hence dv = NdΣtdt.
(The other convention for the orientation of the submanifolds, which would be slightly more convenient if
unitary spinors were used [23], is when εa1...an := εa1...anat
a = (−)ntaεaa1...an .) If B ⊂ Σ is a compact n
dimensional submanifold with smooth boundary S, va its outward directed unit normal in Σ, then, by the
negative definiteness of qab, for any vector field X
a tangent to Σ the Gauss law takes the form
∫
B DbX
bdΣ =
−
∮
S
XbvbdS, where dS :=
1
(n−1)! t
evfεefa2...an .
The conservation of the matter energy-momentum, i.e. T ab;b = 0, is equivalent to
µ˙ = N
(
−Dej
e + σabχab −
2
N
jeDeN − µχ
)
+  LNµ, (2.1.3)
j˙b = N
(
−Daσ
ba −
1
N
σbaDaN + µ
1
N
DbN − 2jaχ
ab − χjb
)
+  LNj
b, (2.1.4)
where µ := T abtatb, j
b := T aetaP
b
e and σ
ab := T efP ae P
b
f . The projections of the m dimensional Einstein
equations, mGab + Λgab + κTab = 0, are the constraints
κc := tatb
(
mGab + Λgab + κTab
)
= −
1
2
(
R+
(
χ2 − χabχ
ab
))
+ Λ+ κµ = 0, (2.1.5)
κca := P
e
a t
b
(
mGeb + Λgeb + κTeb
)
= −
(
Deχ
e
a −Daχ
)
+ κja = 0; (2.1.6)
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and the evolution equations
χ˙cd = N
(
−Rcd + 2χceχ
e
d − χχcd
)
+  LNχcd −DcDdN+
+
2
(n− 1)
ΛNqcd + κN
(
−σcd +
1
(n− 1)
σeeqcd +
1
(n− 1)
µqcd
)
.
(2.1.7)
To check whether the evolution equations (2.1.2) and (2.2.7) preserve the constraints, take the time derivative
of c and ca and use (2.1.2)–(2.1.7). We get
c˙ = −2caDaN −NDac
a +  LNc− 2Nχc, (2.1.8)
c˙a = 2cDaN +NDac+  LNca −Nχca. (2.1.9)
Therefore, if the constraints (2.1.5), (2.1.6) are satisfied at t = 0, then any of their derivatives also vanish,
and hence the constraints are preserved by the evolution equations (2.1.2), (2.1.7). Since in the present
paper we are interested in asymptotically flat spacetimes, the cosmological constant Λ will be assumed to
be zero.
If Ka =: Mta +Ma is any smooth vector field, where Ma = P ab M
b, then the n + 1 decomposition of
the so-called Killing operator, acting on the spacetime 1-form field Ka, is
Ntatb∇(aKb) = M˙ +M
aDaN −N
aDaM, (2.1.10)
2NP bat
c∇(bKc) = M˙a +
(
NDaM −MDaN
)
− 2NχabM
b −  LNMa, (2.1.11)
P caP
d
b ∇(cKd) = D(aMb) +Mχab. (2.1.12)
Clearly, while the space–space projection of the Killing operator is well defined even on a single hypersurface
Σ, the first two projections are well defined only if a foliation Σt of M , i.e. a lapse function N on Σ, is
fixed, and, in addition, their right hand side needs a choice for the shift vector Na too. Obviously, in a
generic spacetime the Killing equation ∇(aKb) = 0 has only the trivial solution. However, t
atb∇(aKb) = 0
and P ba t
c∇(bKc) = 0 can always be solved, i.e. the initial value problem for the system
M˙ =−MaDaN +N
aDaM, (2.1.13)
M˙a =−
(
NDaM −MDaN
)
+ 2NχabM
b +  LNMa, (2.1.14)
is unconstrained, and the initial value problem for M and Ma always has a solution. If K¯a = M¯ta + M¯a is
another spacetime vector field, then the n+ 1 decomposition of the Lie-bracket of Ka and K¯a is
[
K, K¯
]a
=
(
tatb + 2qab
)(
M∇(bK¯c) − M¯∇(bKc)
)
tc+
+ta
(
 LMM¯ −  LM¯M
)
+
[
M, M¯
]a
+
(
M¯DaM −MDaM¯
)
.
(2.1.15)
Thus in this decomposition only the time-time and the time-space parts of the Killing operator appear, but
not the space-space parts. Therefore, if both Ka and K¯a satisfied (2.1.13-14), then the projections of the
Killing operator on the right hand side of (2.1.15) would be vanishing.
2.2 Boundary conditions I.: Matter fields in Minkowski spacetime
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Let (M, gab) be the Minkowski spacetime and K the Lie algebra of its Killing vectors. As is well known, it
contains an m dimensional commutative ideal I, consisting of the constant vector fields on M and inheriting
a natural Lorentzian vector space structure too, and K/I ≈ so(1, n). Fixing a Cartesian coordinate system
Xa = (τ,X i ), a = 0, 1, ..., n and i = 1, 2, ..., n, (i.e. adapting the coordinates Xa to an orthonormal basis
of the space of the constant vector fields), the translation and boost-rotation Killing 1-forms are well known
to take the form K
a
e = ∇eXa and K
a b
e = Xa∇eXb −Xb∇eXa , respectively. Therefore, any Killing 1-form
can be written in the form Ke = Ra bK
a b
e +TaK
a
e = Ri j (X
i∇eX j −X j∇eX i ) + 2Bi (X i∇eτ − τ∇eX i )+
Ti∇eX i + T∇eτ , where Ra b = −Rb a and Ta are constant, and we used the notations Bi := Ri 0 and
T := T0.
Let Στ be a τ = const hyperplane, R
2 := δi jX
iX j , and for some R > 0 let BR be the solid closed
ball of Στ with radius R and SR := ∂BR its boundary. If va is its outward directed unit normal, then
1 = vaDaR = −
Xi
R qi j v
aDaX
j , where qi j are the components of the induced flat metric qab on Στ in the
coordinate system {X i }, and hence vi = X
i
R . If f = f(τ, R,
Xi
R ) is any function, then let us define its even
and odd parity parts, respectively, by ±f(τ, R, X
i
R ) :=
1
2 (f(τ, R,
Xi
R ) ± f(τ, R,−
Xi
R )). Let τa be the future
pointing unit timelike normal to Στ , and define the quasi-local energy, spatial momentum, spatial angular
momentum and centre-of-mass of the matter fields in the n-ball BR, respectively, by taking the flux integral
of the conserved current KaT
ab:
ER :=
∫
BR
K0aT
abτbdΣ =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
µ dS
)
R′
n−1
dR′ =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
+µ dS
)
R′
n−1
dR′, (2.2.1.a)
P
i
R :=
∫
BR
K iaT
abτbdΣ =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
jaDaX
i dS
)
R′
n−1
dR′ =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
+ji dS
)
R′
n−1
dR′, (2.2.1.b)
J
i j
R :=
∫
BR
K i ja T
abτbdΣ =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
2jav[iDaX
j ]dS
)
R′
n
dR′ = −2
∫ R
0
(∮
S
−j[i vj ] dS
)
R′
n
dR′,(2.2.1.c)
J
i 0
R :=
∫
BR
K i 0a T
abτbdΣ =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
µvi dS
)
R′
n
dR′ − τPi =
∫ R
0
(∮
S
−µvi dS
)
R′
n
dR′ − τPi , (2.2.1.d)
where dS is the area element on the unit sphere S. (Strictly speaking, the traditional [non-conserved non-
relativistic] centre-of-mass is Ji 0+ τ Pi .) Since KaT
ab is divergence-free for Killing vectors, these quasi-local
quantities are, in fact, associated with the (n − 1)-surface SR and depend only on Ka: if Σ˜ is any compact
spacelike hypersurface whose boundary ∂Σ˜ coincides with SR, then the flux integral of T abKb on Σ˜ will be
that on BR. The necessary and sufficient condition of the existence of the R → ∞ limit of these integrals,
respectively, is1
R
∮
SR
µdSR = R
n
∮
S
+µdS = o(R−0), (2.2.2.a)
R
∮
SR
jaDaX
i dSR = R
n
∮
S
+ji dS = o(R−0), (2.2.2.b)
2R2
∮
SR
jav[iDaX
j ]dSR = −2R
(n+1)
∮
S
−j[i vj ]dS = o(R−0), (2.2.2.c)
2R2
∮
SR
µvi dSR = 2R
(n+1)
∮
S
−µvi dS = o(R−0). (2.2.2.d)
1 A function f(r) will be called of order o(r−k) if limr→∞(f(r)r
k) = 0, and will be called of order O(r−k)
if limr→∞(f(r)r
k) exists. In particular, o(r+0) will denote logarithmic divergence and o(r−0) logarithmic
fall-off, while O(1) means that f(r) tends to a constant at infinity.
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These global integral conditions can be ensured by the explicit fall-off and parity conditions
µ(τ, R,
Xk
R
) =
1
Rm
+µ(m)(τ,
Xk
R
) + o(R−m), (2.2.3.a)
ji (τ, R,
Xk
R
) =
X i
R
+f(τ, R,
Xk
R
) +
1
Rm
+ji (m)(τ,
Xk
R
) + o(R−m),
where +f(τ, R, X
k
R ) is an arbitrary function with even parity. µ
(m) and ji (m) contribute only to the energy
and the spatial momentum but not to the angular momentum and centre-of-mass, hence we may call them
the ADM mass aspect of T ab. Repeating this analysis on boosted hyperplanes Σ′τ ′ := {τ
′ := τ coshβ +
X iαi sinhβ = const}, where β ∈ R and qi jαiαj = −1, we obtain that +f(τ, R,
Xk
R ) = 0 and, in addition
to (2.2.3a),
ji (τ, R,
Xk
R
) =
1
Rm
+ji (m)(τ,
Xk
R
) + o(R−m), (2.2.3.b)
σi j (τ, R,
Xk
R
) =
1
Rm
+σi j (m)(τ,
Xk
R
) + o(R−m). (2.2.3.c)
Note that although (2.2.2) could be ensured only by fall-off conditions that are strictly faster than those
in (2.2.3), but with these conditions we would exclude e.g. the electromagnetic field from our investiga-
tions, where the typical fall-off of the energy-momentum tensor is R−m. Obviously, the fall-off and parity
conditions (2.2.3) are only sufficient, and the global integral conditions (2.2.2) can be satisfied without the
parity conditions too. The advantage of the fall-off and parity conditions is that they can be given explicitly.
However, the price that we had to pay for this is that we excluded those field configurations from our inves-
tigations that satisfy the global integral conditions (2.2.2) but not the explicit fall-off and parity conditions
(2.2.3).
One can carry out a similar analysis of the fall-off and global integral conditions that can ensure the
finiteness of the global energy-momentum and (relativistic) angular momentum at the future null infinity.
Since, however, in the present paper primarily we are interested in the kinematical quantities defined at the
spatial infinity, the null infinity case will be discussed only in the Appendix.
In the rest of this subsection we discuss the conditions under which the 12m(m + 1) spacetime Killing
vectors can be recovered, at least asymptotically, from quantities defined on a general asymptotically flat
spacelike hypersurface in the Minkowski spacetime. Since, however, many parts of the following discussion
are well known from various sources, we sketch only the main points of the argumentation.
The global Cartesian coordinate system Xa = (τ,X i ) defines a foliation of the Minkowski spacetime
by the hyperplanes Στ and gives the ‘time axis’ (
∂
∂τ )
a, i.e. the corresponding lapse is one and the shift
is zero. Thus our aim is to determine those conditions under which a coordinate system (t, xi ), based on
a more general spacelike hypersurface Σ, ‘approaches asymptotically’ the Cartesian coordinate system ‘at
infinity’. However, to do ‘a coordinate system approaches a Cartesian coordinate system asymptotically at
infinity’ to be meaningful we need to use some model of the spacelike infinity of the Minkowski spacetime.
We choose the classical conformal boundary of Penrose. Thus let (M˜, g˜ab) be the conformally compactified
Minkowski spacetime (e.g. the closure of the conformally embedded Minkowski spacetime in the Einstein
universe, see e.g. [24]), Ω the conformal factor on M˜ such that g˜ab|M = Ω2|M gab and i0 ∈ M˜ the point
on the conformal boundary of (M, gab) representing the spatial infinity. Then the family of hyperplanes Στ
uniquely determines a family Σ˜τ of smooth Cauchy surfaces in M˜ such that i
0 ∈ Σ˜τ for all τ ∈ R, and
the future directed g˜ab-unit normal τ˜a of all the surfaces Σ˜τ coincide at i
0. The compactification of Στ to
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Σ˜τ can also be done by the standard inversion transformation: on some open neighbourhood V˜τ of i
0 in
Σ˜τ let X˜
i := R−2X i . Then the coordinates X˜ i can be extended from V˜τ − {i0} to V˜τ by X˜ i (i0) = 0,
and E˜ai := (
∂
∂X˜i
)a|i0 is a g˜ab-orthonormal spatial basis at i
0 orthogonal to τ˜a. This basis turns out to be
independent of τ .
Let Σ˜ be any smooth spacelike hypersurface in M˜ through i0. We say that Σ := Σ˜−{i0} is approaching
the leaves of the foliation Στ at infinity if the future directed g˜ab-unit normal t˜a of Σ˜ coincides with τ˜a at
i0. We assume that Σ is such a hypersurface, otherwise it is called asymptotically boosted with respect to
the leaves Στ . (Note that we have to assume the smoothness of Σ˜ even at i
0, because otherwise its normal
would not be well defined.) Let ta be the future directed gab-unit normal to Σ, and let qab and q˜ab be the
induced metrics and χab and χ˜ab the extrinsic curvatures of Σ and Σ˜, respectively. Then, by the construction,
(Σ˜, i0,Ω|Σ˜, q˜ab, χ˜ab) is an asymptote for (Σ, qab, χab) in the sense of [13] (see also [25]), and, in addition, the
normal directional derivative of the conformal factor, Ω˙ := ta∇aΩ|Σ, has a C3 extension to Σ˜ such that
Ω˙(i0) = 0, (DaΩ˙)(i
0) = 0, (DaDbΩ˙)(i
0) = 0 and (DaDbDcΩ˙)(i
0) = 0, and χ˜ab|Σ = Ωχab + Ω˙qab holds. Let
{x˜k } be a local coordinate system on some open neighbourhood U˜ of i0 in Σ˜ such that x˜k (i0) = 0, and in
these coordinates ( ∂
∂x˜i
)a|i0 = E˜
a
i and Γ˜
i
j k (i
0) = 0 hold (i.e., in particular, q˜i j (i
0) = −δi j holds, and {x˜k } is a
normal coordinate system with origin i0 ∈ Σ˜). Let r˜2 := δi j x˜i x˜j , and define the new coordinates xi := r˜−2x˜i
and radial coordinate distance r2 := δi j x
i xj = r˜−2 on U := U˜ −{i0}. (In general the coordinates xi are not
the restrictions to Σ of the Cartesian coordinates X i .) The properties of Ω|Σ˜ and Ω˙ stated above imply that
in these coordinates Ω = r−2(1 +O(r−k)) and Ω˙ = O(r−(3+h)) for some positive k and h. (In fact, even for
general asymptotically flat spacetimes when Σ˜ is not a smooth hypersurface at i0, one has k, h ≥ 1.) Then
for the metrics and the extrinsic curvatures we have
qi j dx
i dxj =Ω−2q˜i j dx˜
i dx˜j =
(
−δi j +
1
rk
q
(k)
i j +O
(
r−2
)
+ o
(
r−k
))
dxi dxj ,
χi j dx
i dxj =
(
Ω−1χ˜i j − Ω
−3Ω˙q˜i j
)
dx˜i dx˜j =
( 1
r1+h
χ
(1+h)
i j + o
(
r−(1+h)
))
dxi dxj
for some q
(k)
i j and χ
(1+h)
i j depending only on
xk
r . Actually, for the Minkowski spacetime, both k and hmust be
greater than or equal to 2. Therefore, {xi } is an ‘asymptotically Cartesian’ coordinate system with respect
to qab, and, on U , it defines a (negative definite) flat metric 0qab with respect to which {xi } is Cartesian.
To complete {xi } to a spacetime coordinate system {t, xi } (at least on an open neighbourhood of
U ⊂ Σ in M), we need a whole family Σt of such hypersurfaces providing a foliation of this neighbourhood.
However, to ensure that this spacetime coordinate system (and not only {xi } on the single hypersurface
Σ0 = Σ) approaches the Cartesian one, all the leaves Σt of the foliation must approach the leaves Στ at
infinity, i.e. the future directed g˜ab-unit normal t˜a(t) of Σ˜t must coincide with τ˜a at i
0 for all t ∈ R.
(Otherwise the foliation Σt would be asymptotically accelerating at i
0 rather than being inertial.) Then
there is a natural extension of the spatial coordinates from Σ to all the leaves Σt via the construction above:
on Σt let {xi } be the inversion of the normal coordinates x˜i on Σ˜t based on the basis {E˜ai } at i
0 and with
the origin at i0. Denoting the tangent of the curves γ(t) := (t, xi ), xi = const., by ξa and defining the lapses
and shifts by ξa = Nta + Na = N˜ t˜a + N˜a, we get that N = Ω−1N˜ = O(r2−p) and Na = N˜a = O(r−p),
where p ≥ 2, because the leaves Σ˜t of the foliation are tangent to each other at i0. Therefore, we can write
N = N (0)(x
k
r ) +O(r
−1).
Since the leaves both of the foliations Σ˜t and Σ˜τ are tangent to each other at i
0 and both X˜ i and
x˜i are normal coordinates based on the same basis E˜ai at i
0, X˜ i = x˜i + O(r˜p), where p ≥ 2. But since
R2 = r2(1+O(r−1)) we haveX i = xi+O(r2−p), implying that ( ∂
∂xi
)a = ( ∂
∂Xi
)a+O(r1−p). Furthermore, the
angle between the normals τ˜a and t˜a of Σ˜τ and Σ˜t is of order r˜
p−1 if the leaves of the foliations are tangent to
each other in the (p− 1)th order. Thus the (hyperbolic) cosine of this angle is taτa = t˜aτ˜bg˜ab = 1+O(r˜p−1),
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implying that ( ∂∂t )
a = ξa = Nta+Na = N( ∂∂τ )
a+O(r3−2p)+O(r−p). Therefore, the coordinate basis vectors
( ∂∂xi )
a tend to ( ∂∂Xi )
a asymptotically, but ( ∂∂t )
a tends to ( ∂∂τ )
a only if p = 2, and the lapse has the form
N = 1+O(r−1) (whenever τ = t+c+O(r−1), where c is a constant). Expanding the 1-form basis (∇eτ,∇eX i )
in terms of (te, Dex
i ), where De is the induced derivative operator in the leaves Σt, we can rewrite the
general Killing vector of the Minkowski spacetime given in the first paragraph of this subsection. We obtain
Ke = Ri j (x
iDex
j − xjDexi ) + 2Bi (xi te − tDexi ) + siDexi + ste, where s(t, xk ) = s(0)(t,
xk
r ) + O(r
−1)
and si (t, x
k ) = s
(0)
i (t,
xk
r ) +O(r
−1). Its structure is similar to that of Ke in the Cartesian coordinates, but
instead of the constant components of the translations, s and si are functions of t,
xk
r and higher powers
of r−1. Thus they analogous to the supertranslations in the BMS group of the null infinity, and hence it is
natural to call sta and si ( ∂
∂xi
)a temporal and spatial supertranslations, respectively.
To summarize: although the global energy-momentum of the matter fields in Minkowski spacetime can
be ensured to be finite by the R−m fall-off conditions, both at the spatial and the null infinity, to have finite
angular momentum and centre-of-mass additional global integral conditions must also be imposed on the
mass aspect of T ab. At the spatial infinity these global integral conditions can be ensured by explicit parity
conditions. To be able to recover the familiar Killing vectors in their usual form on a general asymptotically
flat spacelike hypersurface Σ, at least asymptotically, the lapse N , defining the time coordinate t, must tend
to 1 as r→∞.
2.3 Boundary conditions II.: Asymptotically flat spacetimes
Suppose that Σ is asymptotically Euclidean in the sense that for some compact subsetK ⊂ Σ the complement
Σ−K is diffeomorphic to a finite disjoint union of manifolds Σ(i), each of which is diffeomorphic to R
n−B,
where B is a solid ball in Rn. The pieces Σ(i) are called the asymptotic ends of Σ. Since the next analysis
can be repeated on each Σ(i), for the sake of simplicity we assume that there is only one such end. Suppose
that there is a (negative definite) metric 0qab on Σ such that it is flat on the asymptotic end Σ − K.
Let {xi } be a coordinate system on Σ − K which is Cartesian with respect to 0qab, r2 := δi j xi xj , the
radial distance function with respect to 0qab, and let 0De be the Levi-Civita covariant derivative operator
corresponding to 0qab. Then the quotients
xi
r can be interpreted as coordinates both on the unit sphere
S ≈ Sn−1 and the sphere Sr of large coordinate radius r in Σ−K, and the components 0vi of the outward
directed 0qab-unit normal 0v
a to Sr in the coordinate system {x
k } too. By a ball of radius r in Σ we mean
Br := { p ∈ Σ−K | r(p) ≤ r } ∪K.
Let us consider the first, intuitively obvious condition of asymptotic flatness on the components of the
metric and extrinsic curvature in the coordinate system {xi }: for some positive k and l
qi j (x
k ) = 0qi j +
1
rk
qi j
(k)(
xk
r
) + o(r−k), (2.3.1a)
χi j (x
k ) =
1
rl
χi j
(l)(
xk
r
) + o(r−l). (2.3.1b)
Therefore, the coefficients qi j
(k), χi j
(l) can be interpreted as functions defined only on the unit sphere S.
Following [4] and [5], in addition to the fall-off conditions we impose the following global parity conditions
on the leading terms of the metric and extrinsic curvature:
qi j
(k)(−
xk
r
) = qi j
(k)(
xk
r
), χi j
(l)(−
xk
r
) = −χi j
(l)(
xk
r
); (2.3.2a, b)
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i.e. qi j
(k) is of even, while χi j
(l) is of odd parity. Furthermore, we assume that the ‘rests’ mab := qab −
0qab − r−kqab(k) and kab := χab − r−lχab(l) satisfy the additional conditions
0Dcmab = o(r
−k−1), 0Dd0Dcmab = o(r
−k−2), 0De0Dd0Dcmab = o(r
−k−3), ... (2.3.3a)
0Dckab = o(r
−l−1), 0Dd0Dckab = o(r
−l−2), ... (2.3.3b)
which imply that 0Des ...0De1qab = O(r
−(k+s)), s = 1, 2, ..., and, similarly, 0Des ...0De1χab = O(r
−(l+s)).
These properties make the calculations easier. The parity of these derivatives is (−)s and (−)s+1, respectively.
The propertiesmab = o(r
−k), 0Dcmab = o(r
−k−1), 0Dd0Dcmab = o(r
−k−2), ..., 0Des ...0De1mab = o(r
−(k+s))
of the rest mab will be denoted by mab = o
s(r−k), and, similarly, kab = o
s(r−l). Although in the actual
calculations we will use these (essentially technical) assumptions for some finite value of s, for the sake of
simplicity we assume that mab = o
∞(r−k) and kab = o
∞(r−l). We may call the asymptotic end (Σ, qab, χab)
to be (k, l)-asymptotically flat if for some background metric 0qab the conditions (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) are satis-
fied. However, we will see in subsection 4.2 that this notion depends on the background metric too, thus
(Σ, qab, χab) will be called (k, l)-asymptotically flat with respect to the background metric 0qab if (2.3.1)-(2.3.3)
are satisfied.
Now let us suppose that µ, ja and σab satisfy the fall-off and parity conditions (2.2.3) with respect to
the Cartesian coordinates xk on Σ with the additional (technical) requirement that the ‘rests’ are of order
o∞(r−m). Next ask what conditions should we impose to ensure the existence of the limit
Qm[M,M
a] := lim
r→∞
∫
Br
(
µM + jaMa
)
dΣ (2.3.4)
and, considering Σ to be a leave of the foliation defined by a lapse function N , its time derivative
Q˙m[M,M
a] = lim
r→∞
∫
Br
{
µ
(
M˙ −NaDaM +M
aDaN
)
+
+ja
(
M˙a −MDaN +NDaM −  LNMa − 2χabM
bN
)
+
+σabN
(
Mχab +D(aMb)
)
+
+Da
((
µM + jbMb
)
Na −
(
jaM + σabMb
)
N
)}
dΣ
(2.3.5)
with respect to the time axis ξa := Nta + Na. To obtain (2.3.5) we used (2.1.2)-(2.1.4). Note that if
Ka = Mta +Ma, then Qm[M,M
a] is just the n+ 1 form of Qm[K
a] :=
∫
Σ
KaT
abtbdΣ, and Q˙m[M,M
a] is
the n+ 1 form of
∫
Σ
(T ab(∇aKb)N +Da((P ab tc − P
a
c tb)ξ
bT cdKd))dΣ. Thus let us suppose that M and Mi ,
where the latter is defined by Ma =:MiDax
i , have the asymptotic form2
M(t, xk ) = rAM (A)(t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rA), (2.3.6a)
Mi (t, x
k ) = rBM
(B)
i (t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rB) (2.3.6b)
for some A, B. Substituting these into (2.3.4) we obtain that Qm[M,M
a] exists precisely if
2 To be consistent with our previous notations, we would have to write M (−A) instead ofM (A). However,
we resolve this apparent inconsistency with the convention that the power of r is always a capital, while the
power of 1/r is always a lower case letter. In particular, the leading term in the expansion of f(r, x
k
r ) can
be written as rAf (A)(x
k
r ) or r
−af (a)(x
k
r ).
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A ≤ 1, B ≤ 1; (2.3.7)
and if the equality holds in these inequalities, then the leading terms, M (A)(t, x
k
r ) and M
(B)
i (t,
xk
r ), must be
odd parity functions of x
k
r , respectively. The existence of Q˙m[M,M
a] restricts N and Na. Before discussing
these restrictions, clarify first the conditions for N and Na by means of which the conservation equations
(2.1.3) and (2.1.4), and the consequence (2.1.2) of the definition of the ‘time derivative’ preserve the fall-off
and parity conditions (2.2.3) for the matter fields and (2.3.1a-3a) for the metric, respectively. Writing N and
Ni in the form of M and Mi given by (2.3.6) with some powers C and D, substituting them into (2.1.3),
(2.1.4) and (2.1.2) and requiring their right hand side to have O(r−m) order and even parity, O(r−m) order
and even parity and O(r−k) order and even parity, respectively, we obtain that
N(t, xk ) = rC N (C)(t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rC), (2.3.8a)
Ni (t, x
k ) = 2xk ρk i (t) + τi (t) + r
F ν
(F )
i (t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rF ), (2.3.8b)
where τi (t) and ρi j (t) = −ρj i (t) are independent of the coordinates {xk } but may be arbitrary functions
of the coordinate time t, the powers C and F satisfy
C ≤ min{1, l− k}, F ≤ (1− k), (2.3.9)
and if the equality holds then the leading terms N (C)(t, x
k
r ) and ν
(F )
i (t,
xk
r ) must be odd parity functions
of x
k
r , respectively. (The first two terms on the right of (2.3.8b) together is just the kernel of the Killing
operator 0D(iNj ) = 0 in (2.1.2).) Note, first, that by (2.3.9) F < 1, because we assumed that k > 0, and,
second, that there is no reason to keep the term τi (t) in (2.3.8b) if F > 0. Substituting (2.3.6) and (2.3.8)
into (2.3.5) and taking into account the conditions (2.3.7) and (2.3.9), one can check that the integral exists
(and, in particular, the total divergence gives zero). If Ka = Mta +Ma is a spacetime Killing vector then,
by (2.1.10-12), Q˙m[K
a] is zero, as it must be since then T abKb is divergence-free.
The notion of the (k, l)-asymptotic flatness is referring only to the asymptotic end of a single spacelike
hypersurface Σ. To ensure that the spacetime itself, i.e. the evolution of Σ, is also asymptotically flat, we
must ensure the compatibility of the boundary conditions with the evolution equations for the geometry.
Thus let us consider the evolution equation (2.1.7) for the extrinsic curvature and ask under what additional
conditions for N and Na do these equations preserve the fall-off and parity conditions (2.3.1b-3b) for the
extrinsic curvature. An analysis similar to that we did above yields that (2.1.7) preserves these asymptotic
conditions precisely when
N(t, xk ) = 2xk βk (t) + τ(t) + r
Eν(E)(t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rE), (2.3.10a)
Ni (t, x
k ) = 2xk ρk i (t) + τi (t) + r
F νi
(F )(t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rF ), (2.3.10b)
where τ(t) and βi (t) are independent of {xk } but may depend on t, the powers E and F satisfy
E ≤ (2− l), F ≤ (1 − k), (2.3.11)
and if the equality holds in (2.3.11) then ν(E)(x
k
r ) and νi
(F )(x
k
r ) are of odd parity, respectively. Then by
(2.3.9) E ≤ C ≤ (l−k), implying that E ≤ (1− 12k) < 1 and k+E ≤ l ≤ 2−E. In addition, if τ(t) 6= 0 then
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l < k + 2, and, by (2.3.9), k ≤ l even for E ≤ 0. If βi (t) 6= 0 then l = k + 1, and hence E ≤ (1− k) < 1. In
the presence of matter τ(t) 6= 0 also implies l < w and βi (t) 6= 0 also implies l ≤ w−1, where w is the actual
order of the leading term of the spatial stress (and of the energy density and momentum density), which, as
we saw, must satisfy w ≥ m. (Interestingly enough, it is just the fall-off conditions k > 0, l = k + 1 that
ensure the existence of the spinor Chern–Simons functional Y on spacelike hypersurfaces in 3+1 dimensional
spacetimes [26], by means of which the vacuum Einstein equations can be recovered as the necessary and
sufficient condition of the invariance of Y with respect to infinitesimal spacetime conformal rescalings [23].)
For n = 3 and the a priori powers l = k + 1 = 2 the expression (2.3.10) is almost the condition of Beig
and O´ Murchadha obtained from the investigation of the vacuum evolution equations. The only (and, as we
will see, important) difference is that the evolution equations, even in the presence of matter, allow the time
dependence of the coefficients in N and Na.
2.4 Allowed time axes and the asymptotic Killing vectors
In the previous subsections the time axis ξa with respect to which the time evolution was defined and the
generator Ka of the physical quantity in Qm[K
a] were treated separately: While the role of ξa was to
provide a differential topological background, e.g. a foliation of the spacetime and a shift vector to carry
out the analysis (general time axis), the nature of Ka told us whether the corresponding Qm[K
a] should be
interpreted e.g. as the energy or a component of the spatial angular momentum of the matter fields. Indeed,
the lapse and shift parts of Ka were defined with respect to the foliation that ξa defined.
However, the structure (2.3.10-11) of N and Na is compatible with (2.3.6-7), or, in other words, the
time axes ξa can be considered as special generators Ka. (Note that the vector fields ξa and Ka obtained
here might be tangent to Σ or even vanishing, and their lapse part might be positive on some subset and
negative on other subsets of Σ. In spite of this fact we call ξa an ‘allowed time axis’.) Furthermore, these
two roles are mixed in the Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamics of the matter+gravity systems: M and
Ma in the total Hamiltonian (in particular in its matter part Qm[M,M
a]) play the role of the n+1 form of
the generator Ka, and, at the same time, the Hamiltonian generates the time evolution of the states with
respect to the spacetime vector field ξa = Mta +Ma. Thus we assume that all the generators M , Mi and
M¯ , M¯i also have the structure (2.3.10-11) of the allowed time axes and we write
M = 2xkBk (t) + T (t) + r
Eµ(E) + o∞
(
rE
)
, Mi = 2x
kRk i (t) + Ti (t) + r
Fµi
(F ) + o∞
(
rF
)
,
M¯ = 2xk B¯k (t) + T¯ (t) + r
Gµ¯(G) + o∞
(
rG
)
, M¯i = 2x
k R¯k i (t) + T¯i (t) + r
H µ¯i
(H) + o∞
(
rH
)
,
N = 2xk βk (t) + τ(t) + r
Kν(K) + o∞
(
rK
)
, Ni = 2x
k ρk i (t) + τi (t) + r
Lνi
(L) + o∞
(
rL
)
,
(2.4.1)
where E,F,G,H,K,L ≤ (1 − k) and, in the case of equality here, the corresponding coefficient has odd
parity. The space of the pairs (M,Ma) on Σ given by (2.4.1) will be denoted by A. ConsideringM to be the
lapse of a (maybe degenerate) foliation of a neighbourhood of Σ in the spacetime, A can also be interpreted
as the space of the spacetime vector fields ξa := Mta +Ma, where ta is the future pointing unit normal to
the leaves of the foliation.
According to the double role of the components given by (2.4.1), we form another space of spacetime
vector fields. Namely, if a lapse N is given on Σ, then let AN be the space of those spacetime vector fields
Ka := Mta +Ma that are defined with respect to the (maybe degenerate) foliation determined by Σ and
N . (If N has zeros, then not every element (M,Ma) of A determines a spacetime vector field in AN : if the
leaves Σt and Σt′ of the foliation intersect each other at some point p, then only those elements (M,M
a) of A
can determine spacetime vector fields in AN , for which M(t, p)tap +M
a(t, p) =M(t′, p)t′ap +M
a(t′, p), where
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tap and t
′a
p are the future pointing unit normal of Σt and Σt′ , respectively, at p.) The structure of the leading
two terms e.g. of M and Mi resembles to that of the n+ 1 decomposition of the familiar spacetime Killing
vectors of the Minkowski spacetime with respect to a spacelike hypersurface. However, although the first
terms are linear in, and the second terms are independent of the spatial coordinates, the third terms (which
would be analogous to the supertranslations of subsection 2.2) may depend on the spatial coordinates and
may even be diverging. Moreover, although by (2.1.12) P caP
d
b ∇(cKd) = O(r
−k), i.e. tends to zero at infinity,
in general neither P ba t
c∇(bKc) nor t
atb∇(aKb) tend to zero. The space AN does not form a Lie algebra. In
fact, if Ka := Mta +Ma and K¯a := M¯ta + M¯a are any two elements of AN , then the first two terms of
their Lie bracket in (2.1.15) are given by (2.1.10) and (2.1.11), respectively. Substituting (2.4.1) into these
formulae we find that their asymptotic structure is dominated by N−1xm xn , which deviates from that of
the allowed time axes. Moreover, while the time dependence of the Killing vectors in a coordinate system
adapted to the translations is very specific, the time dependence of M and Mi is not specified at all. In this
subsection we use this freedom to specify a class of spacetime vector fields, whose elements can naturally
be interpreted as asymptotic Killing vectors. The components of the spacetime vector fields that are only
allowed time axes will be denoted by Greek letters, as those of N and Na in (2.4.1).
We noted in subsection 2.1 that the parts P ba t
c∇(bKc) and t
atb∇(aKb) of the Killing operator acting
on some Ka ∈ AN can be required to be zero. Thus let us define the allowed time axis Ka = Mta +Ma
to be a strong asymptotic Killing vector with respect to the foliation characterized by the lapse N if its
components M and Ma satisfy (2.1.13) and (2.1.14). However, to ensure that the components of these
asymptotic Killing vectors be well defined, a choice for the shift vector Na must also be made. The set of
these asymptotic Killing vector fields will be denoted by A0ξ, where ξ
a := Nta +Na, which will be assumed
to be an allowed time axis. Obviously, this notion of asymptotic Killing vectors depends sharply on the lapse
N and the hypersurface Σ (on which the foliation is based): if a neighbourhood of Σ in the spacetime is
foliated by another lapse N¯ from (maybe) another hypersurface Σ¯ with normal t¯a, then the corresponding
parts t¯b t¯c∇(bKc) and P¯
b
a t¯
c∇(bKc) of the Killing operator will not be zero. (Perhaps, the notation A
0
ξ is not
very fortunate, and it would have to be denoted by A0(Σ,N);Na to stress that this notion of asymptotic Killing
vectors depends both on Σ and N , and the asymptotic Killing vectors themselves are parameterized by
using the shift Na too.) Therefore, this notion of the asymptotic Killing vectors appears to be unnecessarily
strong, and it could be enough to require that the parts P ba t
c∇(bKc) and t
atb∇(aKb) of the Killing operator
be at most of order O(r−k) asymptotically, i.e. explicitly
tatb∇(aKb) =
1
N
(
M˙ +MaDaN −N
aDaM
)
= rPκ(P )
(
t,
xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rP
)
, (2.4.2)
2P ba t
c∇(bKc) =
1
N
(
M˙a +
(
NDaM −MDaN
)
− 2NχabM
b −  LNMa
)
=
=
(
rQκ
(Q)
i
(
t,
xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rQ
))
Dax
i , (2.4.3)
for some P,Q ≤ −k and if P and Q are equal to −k then κ(P ) and κ
(Q)
i have even parity, respectively.
Note that (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) can always be solved for M and Ma for any given functions κ
(P )(t, x
k
r ) and
κ
(Q)
i (t,
xk
r ). (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) will be called the asymptotic Killing equations. We call the vector field
Ka ∈ AN asymptotic Killing vector with respect to the foliation determined by the lapse N if its components
M and Ma are solutions of the asymptotic Killing equations. Clearly, the notion of the asymptotic Killing
vectors is less sensitive to the deformation of Σ and N than that of the strong asymptotic Killing vectors,
but it is still not independent of the foliation that N and Σ define. In particular, as we will see below,
the asymptotic Killing vectors defined with respect to a foliation for which the lapse N tends to zero are
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different from those defined with respect to ones for which N → 1 as r → ∞. The set of the asymptotic
Killing vector fields will be denoted by AKξ . Obviously, A
0
ξ ⊂ A
K
ξ ⊂ AN for any allowed time axis ξ
a, and
AN can be injected into A.
Substituting (2.4.1) into the asymptotic Killing equations (2.4.2) and (2.4.3), we obtain
B˙i = −2
(
Ri j β
j − ρi jB
j
)
, (2.4.4)
R˙i j = 2
(
Bi βj − βiBj
)
− 2
(
Ri k ρ
k
j − ρi kR
k
j
)
, (2.4.5)
and, if E,F ≤ 0, we also have
T˙ = −2
(
Ti β
i − τiB
i
)
, (2.4.6)
T˙i = 2
(
Tβi − τBi
)
− 2
(
T j ρj i − τ
jRj i
)
, (2.4.7)
independently of κ(P ) and κ
(Q)
i . Thus the coefficients Bi , Ri j , T and Ti in both of the elements of A
0
ξ and
AKξ satisfy (2.4.4-7). To calculate the Lie bracket of two asymptotic Killing vectors K
a, K¯a ∈ AKξ explicitly,
we should compute only the last three terms on the right hand side of (2.1.15), because, by (2.4.2) and
(2.4.3), the first two are at most of order O(r1−k) in general, and zero if Ka, K¯a ∈ A0ξ. The last three terms
are
MaDaM¯ − M¯
aDaM = 4x
k
(
Rk i B¯
i − R¯k iB
i
)
+ 2
(
Ti B¯
i − T¯iB
i
)
+
+ 4r1−k
xk
r
(
R¯k iBj −Rk i B¯j
)
q(k)i j + o∞
(
r1−k
)
, (2.4.8)[
M, M¯
]a
Dax
i = 4xk
(
Rk j R¯
j i − R¯k jR
j i
)
+ 2
(
T j R¯j
i − T¯ jRj
i
)
+
+ 4r1−k
xk
r
(xj
r
(
R¯k
mRj n −Rk
m R¯j n
)(
∂¯m q
(k)n i
)
−
−
(
Rk j R¯m
i − R¯k jRm
i
)
q(k)jm −
(
Rk j R¯
j
n − R¯k jR
j
n
)
q(k)n i
)
+ o∞
(
r1−k
)
, (2.4.9)(
M¯DaM −MDaM¯
)
Dax
i = 4xk
(
B¯kB
i −Bk B¯
i
)
+ 2
(
T¯Bi − T B¯i
)
+
+ 2rG
(
µ¯(G)Bi −
xk
r
Bk
(
Gµ¯(G)
xi
r
+
(
∂¯j µ¯
(G)
)(
0q
j i −
xj xi
r2
)))
+ o∞
(
rG
)
−
− 2rE
(
µ(E)B¯i −
xk
r
B¯k
(
Eµ(E)
xi
r
+
(
∂¯j µ
(E)
)(
0q
j i −
xj xi
r2
)))
+ o∞
(
rE
)
, (2.4.10)
where e.g. ∂¯j µ
(E) denotes the partial derivative of µ(E)(t, x
k
r ) with respect to its argument 0v
j = x
j
r ,
q(k)i j := 0q
i k
0q
j l q
(k)
k l , and we used that E,F,G,H ≤ (1 − k). The right hand side of (2.4.8-10) have the
form of (the components of) an asymptotic Killing vector, and, as a simple calculation shows, the coefficients
in K˜a := [K, K¯]a, given explicitly by
B˜i = 2
(
Ri j B¯
j − R¯i jB
j
)
, (2.4.11)
R˜i j = 2
(
Ri k R¯
k
j − R¯i kR
k
j + B¯iBj −Bi B¯j
)
, (2.4.12)
T˜i = 2
(
T j R¯j i − T¯
jRj i + T¯Bi − T B¯i
)
, (2.4.11)
T˜ = 2
(
Ti B¯
i − T¯iB
i
)
, (2.4.14)
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also satisfy (2.4.4-7). However, in general neither AKξ nor A
0
ξ form a Lie algebra with respect to the spacetime
Lie bracket. In fact, for any two spacetime vector fieldsKa and K¯a one has  L[K,K¯]gab =  LK  LK¯gab− LK¯  LKgab,
and for Ka, K¯a ∈ AKξ one can form the parts t
atb L[K,K¯]gab, P
a
c t
b  L[K,K¯]gab and P
a
c P
b
d  L[K,K¯]gab. Then, using
(2.1.1) and the asymptotic Killing equations, one can show that these parts contain terms like MN−1 or
M¯N−1 times factors of order O(r−k). Thus for general lapse function N the order of these parts is not
O(r−k). Similarly, A0ξ does not close to a Lie algebra either. On the other hand, by (2.4.8-10) both A
K
ξ and
A0ξ are ‘essentially’ Lie algebras. Next we clarify in what sense do they form Lie algebras.
Let G denote the set of the special elements (ν, νa) of A, where
ν(t, xk ) = rMν(M)(t,
xk
r
) + o∞
(
rM
)
, νi (t, x
k ) = rNν
(N)
i (t,
xk
r
) + o∞
(
rN
)
, (2.4.15)
for some M,N ≤ (1 − k) and the leading terms have odd parity if M = 1 − k and N = 1 − k, respectively.
Repeating the construction above, G can also be considered as the space of the spacetime vector fields
νta+ νa, where ν is considered to be the lapse of a (maybe degenerate) foliation and ta is the unit normal to
the leaves of this foliation. If a lapse N is given on Σ then we can define GN in a quite analogous way as we
did above, and introduce GKξ := A
K
ξ ∩ GN . Then by (2.4.8-10) G
K
ξ behaves as an ideal in A
K
ξ : [K, k]
a ∈ GKξ
for any ka ∈ GKξ and K
a ∈ AKξ . We will see in subsections 3.2 and 3.3 below that, at least in the Hamiltonian
framework, the theory’s gauge transformations are generated by precisely the elements of G. Hence we call
the elements of G gauge generators. Since GKξ ⊂ A
K
ξ is a subspace, one may form the quotient space A
K
ξ /G
K
ξ .
This is spanned by the coefficients Bi , Ri j , Ti and T , and by (2.4.11-14) it can be endowed with a natural
Lie algebra structure. Similarly, although A0ξ is not closed with respect to the Lie bracket, it almost closes:
just by (2.4.4-7) and (2.4.11-14) the Lie bracket [K, K¯]a of any two Ka, K¯a ∈ A0ξ deviates from an element of
A0ξ only by an element of GN . To determine the structure of A
K
ξ /G
K
ξ and of A
0
ξ, we must evaluate (2.4.4-7)
and (2.4.11-14).
Applying (2.4.4-7) to N and Ni themselves too, we obtain that τ , τi , βi and ρi j are constant, i.e.
apart from the gauge generator contents, the coefficients of an asymptotic Killing vector with respect to the
differential topological background defined by itself are time independent. In particular, τ = τi = βi = ρi j = 0
corresponds to time axes that are pure gauge generators ξa = νta+ νa, whenever the components T , Ti , Bi
and Ri j of K
a ∈ AKξ are all time independent, and the corresponding M and Mi reduce to those given by
Beig and O´ Murchadha. However, we saw at the end of subsection 2.2 that such a time axis does not provide
an appropriate framework in which even the familiar Killing vectors of the Minkowski spacetime could be
recovered. To be able to recover them we had to assume that, with the notations of the present subsection,
τ = 1. Thus, if τ = 1 and τi = βi = ρi j = 0 then the coefficients T , Bi and Ri j are time independent, but
Ti (t) = Ti − 2tBi , where Ti is constant. Thus, the corresponding asymptotic Killing vector Ka has exactly
the same structure as that of the general Killing vector of the Minkowski spacetime in the coordinate system
based on an asymptotically flat hypersurface approaching the Cartesian one. Therefore, the notion of the
asymptotic Killing vectors does depend on the foliation coming from Σ and N . Naturally, by (2.3.5) Qm[K
a]
is still not conserved for general asymptotic Killing vectors, but, as we will see in subsection 4.1, the total
energy-momentum and angular momentum of the matter+gravity system are already conserved.
If E,F, ... > 0 then the translation generators T and Ti in (2.4.1) cannot be isolated from the diverging
gauge generators, and hence by (2.4.11-12) the quotient space AKξ /G
K
ξ endowed with the Lie product (2.4.11-
14) is isomorphic to the Lorentz Lie algebra so(1, n). If, however, E,F, ... ≤ 0 then T and Ti are well
defined in (2.4.1). In particular, if E,F, ... < 0, then asymptotically T and Ti dominate the (asymptotically
vanishing) gauge generators. For E,F, ... = 0 the gauge generators do not vanish asymptotically (which
therefore can be interpreted as supertranslations), but in the limiting case E,F, ... = (1 − k) = 0 the gauge
generators have odd parity, while T and Ti , being independent of the spatial coordinates, have even parity.
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Thus the odd parity supertranslations are proper gauge generators, while the even parity ones, which are
called the translations, belong to AKξ −G
K
ξ . Thus, by (2.4.11-14), A
K
ξ /G
K
ξ is isomorphic to the Poincare Lie
algebra. Therefore, the algebra of the asymptotic Killing vectors modulo gauge generators depends on the
fall-off of the metric: for slow (0 < k < 1) fall-off we have only the Lorentz Lie algebra, but for faster (k ≥ 1)
fall-off translations emerge naturally and we have a Poincare structure for AKξ /G
K
ξ . This result should be
intuitively obvious: if the asymptotic end is asymptotically flat in any sense then it is becoming spherical
asymptotically and hence the rotation group (and its relativistic extension, the Lorentz group) emerges
naturally, but the displacements of the centre of the asymptotic rotations become asymptotic symmetries,
i.e. the asymptotic translations emerge and hence the symmetry group is the Poincare group, only if the
geometry falls-off rapidly enough. Finally, we note that the fact that the coefficients Bi , Ri j , Ti and T
satisfy (2.4.4-7) independently of whether Ka belongs to AKξ or A
0
ξ implies that the factor spaces A
K
ξ /G
K
ξ
and A0ξ/G
0
ξ are isomorphic, where G
0
ξ := GN ∩ A
0
ξ , and hence A
0
ξ/G
0
ξ also has the Lie algebra structure that
AKξ /G
K
ξ does.
3. The Hamiltonian phase space of the vacuum GR
3.1 The (partially reduced) phase space and the constraints
Based on the m = n+ 1 decomposition, by the a priori configuration variables we would have to mean the
fields N , Na and qab on a connected n dimensional manifold Σ of subsection 2.1 (see also [27]). As is well
known, however, by carrying out the full Hamiltonian analysis with these variables, the fieldsN andNa would
turn out to be pure gauge variables, and the a priori Hamiltonian phase space could be partially reduced to
the cotangent bundle T ∗Q of the (partially reduced) configuration space Q := { qab + boundary conditions }.
Thus our analysis will be based on the partially reduced configuration space Q and its cotangent bundle
T ∗Q. Let qab(u), u ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ), be any smooth 1-parameter family of metrics on Σ from Q for some ǫ > 0.
Then we define δqab := (dqab(u)/du)u=0, which is the tangent vector of the curve qab(u) at qab := qab(0), i.e.
δqab ∈ TqabQ. Obviously, δqab satisfies the same boundary conditions that qab does. The elements of T
∗Q
are the pairs (qab, p˜
ab), where
p˜ab : TqabQ→ R : δqab 7→ 〈 p˜
ab, δqab 〉 :=
∫
Σ
p˜abδqabd
nx. (3.1.1)
Thus the canonical momentum p˜ab is a contravariant symmetric tensor density of weight one on Σ, which
is a 1-form on Q, and the requirement of the finiteness of its action on the tangent vectors δqab gives
boundary conditions for p˜ab. The symplectic 2-form on T ∗Q is the canonical one: for any two tangent
vectors (δqab, δp˜
ab), (δ′qab, δ
′p˜ab) ∈ T(qab,p˜ab)(T
∗Q) the value of the symplectic 2-form Ω(qab,p˜ab) is
Ω(qab,p˜ab) :T(qab,p˜ab)(T
∗Q)× T(qab,p˜ab)(T
∗Q)→ R
:
((
δqab, δp˜
ab
)
,
(
δ′qab, δ
′p˜ab
))
7→
∫
Σ
(
δp˜abδ′qab − δ
′p˜abδqab
)
dnx.
(3.1.2)
In terms of the metric and extrinsic curvature the canonical momentum is well known to be
p˜ab =
1
2κ
√
|q|
(
χab − χqab
)
. (3.1.3)
Thus the extrinsic curvature (i.e. by (2.1.2) the velocity q˙ab) can be expressed by the momenta:
√
|q|χab =
2κ(p˜ab − 1(n−1) p˜
efqef q
ab).
The analysis of the field equations in the previous section lead us to the link l = k+ 1 between the r−k
and r−l a priori fall-off of the metric and extrinsic curvature. Thus, via (3.1.3), we obtain the fall-off
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p˜i j (xk ) =
1
rk+1
p˜i j (k+1)(
xk
r
) + o(r−(k+1)) (3.1.4)
and the parity condition
p˜i j (k+1)(−
xk
r
) = −p˜i j (k+1)(
xk
r
), (3.1.5)
i.e. p˜i j (k+1) is of odd parity. In addition, the ‘rest’ πab := p˜ab − r−(k+1)p˜ab(k+1) also satisfies the conditions
0Dcπ
ab = o(r−k−2), 0Dd0Dcπ
ab = o(r−k−3), ... (3.1.6)
These imply that 0Des ...0De1 p˜
ab = O(r−(k+s+1)), s = 1, 2, ..., and the parity of the leading term is (−)s+1.
Following the notations of subsection 2.3, this property of the rest will be denoted by πab = o
∞(r−(k+1)).
By the requirement of the finiteness of (3.1.1) p˜ab must satisfy
∮
Sr
p˜abδqabdSr = o(r
−1) (3.1.7)
for any δqab, which implies that n ≤ k + l = 2k + 1, i.e. k ≥
1
2 (n − 1). (If we wanted (3.1.7) to be
satisfied without global integral conditions, and in particular the parity condition, then we would have to
require n < k + l, which turns out to be too strong.) Thus the canonical momentum can be interpreted
geometrically (as the integral kernel of a 1-form on Q) precisely when k ≥ 12 (n − 1). In particular, if
m = n + 1 ≥ 4, then k ≥ 1, and hence the Hamiltonian framework already excludes the possibility of a
slower, e.g. r−
1
2 , fall-off, and yields the Poincare structure for AKξ /G
K
ξ . Slow fall-off is allowed only in 3
spacetime dimension. Since δp˜ab satisfies the same boundary conditions that p˜ab does, these asymptotic
and parity conditions ensure that the canonical symplectic 2-form Ω given pointwise by (3.1.2) is also well
defined.
As is well known, although the two vacuum constraints c = 0 and ca = 0, given by (2.1.5) and (2.1.6) in
terms of the Lagrangian variables qab and q˙ab, do depend on the lapse N and the shift N
a, their expressions
by the canonical variables qab and p˜
ab,
C˜ := c˜
(
N,Ne, qef ; q˙ef (N,N
c, qcd, p˜
cd)
)
=
= −
1
2κ
√
|q|
(
R+
4κ2
|q|
( 1
(n− 1)
(p˜abqab)
2 − p˜abp˜ab
))
, (3.1.8a)
C˜a := c˜a
(
N,Ne, qef ; q˙ef (N,N
c, qcd, p˜
cd)
)
= −2qabDcp˜
bc, (3.1.8b)
are independent of N and Na. Here c˜ :=
√
|q|c and c˜a :=
√
|q|ca, the density weighted Lagrangian con-
straints, and we used the definition Deτ
a...
b... := |q|
w
2 DeT
a...
b... of the covariant derivative of the tensor density
τa...b... := |q|
w
2 T a...b... of weight w, where T
a...
b... is a tensor field. Asymptotically
C˜
(
qef , p˜
ef
)
= O
(
r−(k+2)
)
, C˜a
(
qef , p˜
ef
)
= O
(
r−(k+2)
)
, (3.1.9a, b)
and the leading terms are of even parity. The constraint functions C : T ∗Q → R defining the constraint
‘surface’ Γ in T ∗Q by their vanishing are
C[ν, νa] :=
∫
Σ
(
C˜
(
qcd, p˜
cd
)
ν + C˜a
(
qcd, p˜
cd
)
νa
)
dnx. (3.1.10)
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Here ν and νa are smearing (test) fields on Σ. The requirement of the finiteness of C[ν, νa] yields that the
smearing fields ν and νa =: νi 0Dax
i must satisfy
ν
(
t, xk
)
= rMν(M)
(
t,
xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rM
)
, (3.1.11a)
νi
(
t, xk
)
= rNνi
(N)
(
t,
xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rN
)
, (3.1.11b)
where M,N ≤ k+2−n = (1−k)+ (1+2k−n) and if the equality holds in these inequalities then ν(M) and
νi
(N), respectively, must be odd parity functions. Note that, in particular, for the slowest possible fall-off of
the metric, k = 12 (n− 1), the powers M and N would not be greater than (1− k). Hence the corresponding
spacetime vector field ka = νta + νa would belong to G of subsection 2.4.
3.2 The constraint algebra
Let (qab(u), p˜
ab(u)) be a curve in T ∗Q through the point (qab, p˜ab) with tangent (δqab, δp˜ab). Then the
derivative of the constraint function C[ν, νe] in this direction is
δC[ν, νe] =
∫
Σ
(δC[ν, νe]
δqab
δqab +
δC[ν, νe]
δp˜ab
δp˜ab
)
dnx−
−
∫
Σ
De
( 1
2κ
ν
(
qabDeδqab − q
eaDbδqab
)
+
1
2κ
(
qeaDbν − qabDeν
)
δqab+
+
(
2νap˜beδqab − ν
ep˜abδqab + 2νaδp˜
ae
))√
|q|dnx,
(3.2.1)
where
δC[ν, νe]
δqab
=
1
2κ
√
|q|
{
ν
(
Rab −Rqab +
8κ2
|q|
(
p˜acp˜
cb −
1
(n− 1)
qcdp˜
cdp˜ab
))
+
+DaDbν − qabDeD
eν
}
−
1
2
νC˜qab −  Lν p˜
ab, (3.2.2)
δC[ν, νe]
δp˜ab
=
4κ√
|q|
ν
(
p˜ab −
1
(n− 1)
p˜cdqcdqab
)
+  Lνqab. (3.2.3)
Here we used the definition  LXτ
a...
b... := |q|
w
2 ( LXT
a...
b... +w(divX)T
a...
b... ) of the Lie derivative of the tensor density
τa...b... := |q|
w
2 T a...b... of weight w along the vector field X
a, where divX is the divergence DeX
e of Xa with
respect to the natural (metric) volume form. Since we would like to recover e.g. the familiar field equations
in the Hamiltonian framework in their standard form instead of some of their distributional generalizations,
we must require the functional differentiability of various functions on the phase space in the strong sense of
[21]. Thus, in particular, the boundary terms in (3.2.1) must yield zero. Evaluating the leading order and
parity of the terms in the total divergence of (3.2.1), it is easy to check that the fall-off and parity conditions
imposed on ν and νi in (3.1.11) already imply the vanishing of the integral of the total divergence. Thus
C[ν, νa] are already functionally differentiable.
The analysis of Beig and O´ Murchadha given in Appendix A of their paper [5] shows that the vanishing of
the functional derivatives ofC[ν, νa] together with the constraintsC[ν, νa] = 0 themselves imply the vanishing
of ν and νa. Therefore, the constraint ‘surface’ Γ ⊂ T ∗Q that C[ν, νa] = 0 defines is ‘nondegenerate’. It
might be interesting to note that in the closed case (i.e. if Σ is compact with no boundary) C[ν, νa] does
have critical points on the ‘surface’ C[ν, νa] = 0, and these critical points represent flat spacetimes [23].
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The Hamiltonian vector field of a (functionally differentiable) function F : T ∗Q → R is defined to be
the vector field XF on T
∗Q given explicitly by XF = (δF/δqab,−δF/δp˜ab), and the Poisson bracket of two
differentiable functions, F and G, is defined by {F,G} := 2Ω(XF , XG) = XF (G). Let ν, ν¯ and νi , ν¯i have
the structure (3.1.11a) and (3.1.11b), respectively. Then the ‘components’ of the Hamiltonian vector field of
the constraint function C[ν, νa] are given by (3.2.2) and (3.2.3), and the Poisson bracket of the constraint
functions C[0, νa] and C[0, ν¯a] is
{
C[0, νa], C[0, ν¯a]
}
= −
∫
Σ
((
 Lνqab
)(
 Lν¯ p˜
ab
)
−
(
 Lν¯qab
)(
 Lν p˜
ab
))
dnx =
=
∫
Σ
De
(
νep˜ab Lν¯qab − ν¯
ep˜ab Lνqab − 2p˜
ef [ν, ν¯]f
)
dnx−
∫
Σ
C˜a[ν, ν¯]
adnx.
(3.2.4)
In general, the integral of the total divergence on the right is not zero. The condition of its vanishing is
N+N¯ ≤ k+3−n, and this also ensures the existence of the second integral and that [ν, ν¯]a has the structure
(3.1.11b). The Poisson bracket of C[0, νa] and C[ν, 0] is
{
C[0, νa], C[ν¯, 0]
}
=
1
κ
∫
Σ
De
(
ν¯
(
Ref −
1
2
Rδef
)
νf +
(
Dfν
e
)(
Df ν¯
)
−
(
Deν¯
)(
Dfν
f
)
+
+
2κ2
|q|
ν¯νe
(
p˜abp˜ab −
1
(n− 1)
[p˜abqab]
2
))√
|q|dnx−
∫
Σ
C˜
(
 Lν ν¯
)
dnx.
(3.2.5)
The vanishing of the integral of the total divergence can be ensured by N + M¯ ≤ 3 − n. Furthermore, the
condition of the finiteness of the second integral is N + M¯ ≤ k + 3 − n, which, at the same time, ensures
that νaDaν¯ has the structure (3.1.11a). Finally, the Poisson bracket of C[ν, 0] and C[ν¯, 0] is
{
C[ν, 0], C[ν¯, 0]
}
= 2
∫
Σ
Da
(
νp˜abDbν¯ − ν¯p˜
abDbν
)
dnx−
∫
Σ
C˜a
(
ν¯Daν − νDaν¯
)
dnx. (3.2.6)
Here the integral of the total divergence is vanishing ifM+M¯ ≤ k+3−n, which condition, at the same time,
ensures the finiteness of the second integral and that ν¯Daν − νDaν¯ has the structure (3.1.11b). Thus, to
summarize, in addition to (3.1.11), the orders of the smearing fields must also satisfyN+N¯ ,M+M¯ ≤ k+3−n
and N +M ≤ 3 − n. These conditions can be satisfied by requiring that the powers M and N in (3.1.11)
satisfy
M,N ≤
(
1− k
)
. (3.2.7)
By k ≥ 12 (n − 1) we have 2 + k − n = (1 − k) + 2k + 1 − n ≥ (1 − k), i.e. the condition (3.2.7) is stronger
than M,N ≤ 2 + k − n, and, in fact, N +M,N + N¯ ,M + M¯ ≤ 2(1 − k) ≤ (3 − n) < 3 + k − n. Note
that, without further restrictions on the power k or the dimension n, this is the greatest possible bound for
M and N , because, for the allowed smallest value of the rate of the fall-off of the metric, k = 12 (n − 1),
N,M ≤ (1−k) = 2+k−n and N+M ≤ 2(1−k) = 3−n. Thus, under the condition (3.2.7), the expressions
(3.2.4-6) give the familiar Lie algebra C of the constraint functions with the Lie product
{
C[ν, νa], C[ν¯, ν¯a]
}
= −C
[
 Lν ν¯ −  Lν¯ν, [ν, ν¯]
a −
(
νDaν¯ − ν¯Daν
)]
. (3.2.8)
In particular, the Hamiltonian vector fields of the constraint functions are tangent to Γ on Γ, i.e. C is a
so-called first class constrained system. Next we clarify how this constraint algebra is related to G.
The fall-off conditions (3.2.7) show that the smearing fields ν and νa are precisely the elements of G.
Thus, with the notation ka := νta + νa in the spacetime picture, we can write C[ka] := C[ν, νa], and then
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C : G → C : ka 7→ C[ka] is surjective, which is obviously linear. If C[ka] were the zero function in C for some
ka ∈ G, then the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field XC[ka] would also be zero. Thus, by the result of
Beig and O´ Murchadha above, ka = 0 would have to be held, i.e. C is a vector space isomorphism. But
in general this is not a Lie algebra isomorphism. If, however, we fix a lapse N and ka, k¯a ∈ GN , then by
(2.1.15) and the product law (3.2.8) we have
{
C
[
ka
]
, C
[
k¯a
]}
= −C
[[
k, k¯
]a]
+ C
[(
tatb + 2qab
)(
ν∇(bk¯c) − ν¯∇(bkc)
)
tc
]
. (3.2.9)
In general the second term on the right is non-zero even for asymptotic Killing vectors ka, k¯a ∈ GKξ for some
ξa. On the other hand, if we restrict the vector fields ka and k¯a further to be in G0ξ too, then the second
term in (3.2.9) is vanishing. Thus although G0ξ is not closed respect to the Lie bracket, the restriction of the
constraint function C to G0ξ mimics the injective Lie algebra (anti-)homomorphisms: the Poisson bracket of
C[ka] and C[k¯a] for ka, k¯a ∈ G0ξ is just (minus) the constraint function at [k, k¯]
a ∈ GN .
To discuss the linear isomorphism C : G → C further, recall that the flow on the phase space generated
by the Hamiltonian vector field XC[ke] = (δC[k
e]/δp˜ab,−δC[ke]/δqab) is the congruence of the integral curves
of the differential equations
dqab(u)
du
=
δC[ke]
δp˜ab
,
dp˜ab(u)
du
= −
δC[ke]
δqab
. (3.2.10)
By (3.2.2), (3.2.3) and (3.1.3), on the constraint surface these are precisely the vacuum evolution equations
(2.1.2) and (2.1.7) with lapse ν and shift νa with respect to the coordinate time t = u. Let φu be the
local 1-parameter family of diffeomorphisms (on an open neighbourhood of Σ in the spacetime) generated
by ka ∈ G. Then, for small enough u, its action on the canonical variables as fields on this neighbourhood is
qab 7→ qab− uq˙ab and p˜ab 7→ p˜ab− u ˙˜pab. Thus the canonical variables qab and p˜ab are changing along the flow
generated by the Hamiltonian vector field of C[ka] on Γ exactly in the same way as under the action of the
diffeomorphism generated by −ka on the spacetime. Thus one may say that the flow of XC[ka] on Γ is the
natural lift of the flow of −ka from the spacetime to the constraint surface. In the next subsection we show
that the theory’s gauge transformations on the constraint surface are generated precisely by the elements of
G.
3.3 The gauge transformations
Since the Hamiltonian vector fields XC[ka], k
a ∈ G, are tangent to Γ on Γ, they belong to the kernel
distribution
kerΩ|Γ :=
{
(δqab, δp˜
ab) ∈ TΓ |Ω((δqab, δp˜
ab), (δ′qab, δ
′p˜ab)) = 0 ∀ (δ′qab, δ
′p˜ab) ∈ TΓ
}
(3.3.1)
of the pull back to Γ of the canonical symplectic 2-form Ω. Since Ω is closed, this kernel distribution is always
integrable. But, by definition, the reduced phase space, representing the physical degrees of freedoms, is
the pair (Γˆ, Ωˆ), where Γˆ is the set of the integral submanifolds of kerΩ|Γ and Ωˆ is the (necessarily well
defined) projection of Ω to Γˆ. Thus any integral submanifold of kerΩ|Γ through a given point (qab, p˜
ab) ∈ Γ
is projected to a single point of Γˆ, and hence the vector fields on Γ belonging to the kernel distribution
should be interpreted as infinitesimal gauge motions, i.e. generators of gauge transformations. Therefore,
the Hamiltonian vector fields XC[ka] generate gauge transformations on the constraint surface for any k
a ∈ G.
In this subsection we show that the converse of this statement is also true, namely that any vector field on
Γ belonging to kerΩ|Γ (and represented by smooth fields on Σ), i.e. any infinitesimal gauge motion, is
necessarily a Hamiltonian vector field XC[ka] for some k
a ∈ G. Thus first let us discuss this kernel.
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By the definition of Ω the kernel of Ω|Γ at (qab, p˜ab) consists of all the vectors (δqab, δp˜ab) tangent
to Γ for which
∫
Σ(δp˜
abδ′qab − δ′p˜abδqab)dnx = 0 for any vector (δ′qab, δ′p˜ab) tangent to Γ at (qab, p˜ab).
To evaluate this condition for (δqab, δp˜
ab), we should take into account that δ′qab and δ
′p˜ab are not inde-
pendent. In fact, since Γ = {(qab, p˜ab)| C˜(qef , p˜ef ) = 0, C˜a(qef , p˜ef ) = 0}, the tangents (δ′qab, δ′p˜ab) of
Γ at (qab, p˜
ab) must satisfy the ‘linearized constraint equations’ δ′C˜ := ( ddu C˜(qef (u), p˜
ef (u)))u=0 = 0 and
δ′C˜a := (
d
du C˜a(qef (u), p˜
ef (u)))u=0 = 0. Multiplying them by an arbitrary function λ and spatial vector field
λa, respectively, and adding them together we obtain
0 = λδ′C˜ + λaδ′C˜a =
δC[λ, λe]
δqab
δ′qab +
δC[λ, λe]
δp˜ab
δ′p˜ab +De
{ 1
2κ
√
|q|δ′qab
(
qabDeλ− qeaDbλ
)
−
−
1
2κ
√
|q|λ
(
qabDeδ′qab − q
eaDbδ′qab
)
− 2p˜eaλbδ′qab + λ
ep˜abδ′qab − 2λaδ
′p˜ea
}
,
(3.3.2)
where δC[λ, λe]/δqab and δC[λ, λ
e]/δp˜ab are given formally by (3.2.2) and (3.2.3). Adding the integral of
(3.3.2) to
∫
Σ(δp˜
abδ′qab − δ
′p˜abδqab)d
nx = 0 we obtain
∫
Σ
{(
δp˜ab +
δC[λ, λe]
δqab
)
δ′qab −
(
δqab −
δC[λ, λe]
δp˜ab
)
δ′p˜ab +DaW˜
a(λ, λe)
}
dnx = 0, (3.3.3)
where DaW˜
a(λ, λe) denotes the total divergence in (3.3.2). But from (3.3.3) we can read off the vanishing
of the coefficients of δ′qab and δ
′p˜ab (by the Lagrange lemma of the elementary calculus of variations) only
if the integral of DaW˜
a(λ, λe) is vanishing. From (3.3.3) it follows that it is vanishing if λ, λa have the
asymptotic form (3.1.11), and hence, in particular, C[λ, λa] exists. Therefore, the generators λ, λa of the
infinitesimal gauge transformations are precisely the smearing fields.
Since the vanishing of the Hamiltonian vector field XC[ka] implies the vanishing of the vector field
ka itself, the gauge transformations generated by C[ka] are effective. The condition ensuring that the
infinitesimal gauge transformations close to a Lie algebra are the stronger fall-off (3.2.7), which are precisely
the fall-off properties of the elements of G.
3.4 The Hamiltonian
The aim of this subsection is a concise rederivation of the Hamiltonian of Beig and O´ Murchadha, to
determine the exact and most general boundary conditions for M and Ma for which the Hamiltonian is well
defined and differentiable, and to see that M and Ma may still be arbitrary functions of time. Thus let us
start with the ‘basic Hamiltonian’
H0[M,M
a] := C[M,Ma] =
∫
Σ
(
C˜M + C˜aM
a
)
dnx (3.4.1)
and determine that total divergence DaZ˜
a for which the ‘total Hamiltonian’ H [M,Ma] := C[M,Ma] +∫
ΣDaZ˜
adnx is well defined even for the pairs (M,Ma) defining general allowed time axes, or at least
asymptotic Killing vectors. Here Z˜a is expected to be a local expression of the canonical variables, the fields
M and Ma and their spatial derivatives up to some finite order.
Let the difference of the physical and background connections be characterized by ΓcabX
b := (Da −
0Da)X
c, which Γcab is given explicitly by Γ
c
ab =
1
2q
cd(−0Ddqab + 0Daqbd + 0Dbqda). Then the physical
curvature scalar of qab can be written as R = q
abqcd(0Da 0Dbqcd− 0Da 0Dcqbd)+ qcdqabqef (ΓcabΓ
d
ef −Γ
c
aeΓ
d
bf ),
and, following Beig and O´ Murchadha, we write
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H0[M, 0] = −
1
2κ
∫
Σ
(
Mqabqcd0Da
(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)
+
+Mqcdq
abqef
(
ΓcabΓ
d
ef − Γ
c
aeΓ
d
bf
)
+
4κ2
|q|
M
( 1
(n− 1)
(p˜abqab)
2 − p˜abp˜ab
))√
|q|dnx.
(3.4.2)
The integral of the second and third terms on the right is finite if
M(t, xk ) = 2xkBk (t) + T (t) + r
Kµ(K)(t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rK), (3.4.3a)
where K ≤ 2k+2−n, and if the equality holds here then µ(K)(t, x
k
r ) must be an odd parity function of
xk
r .
Here we also had to use k ≥ 12 (n− 1) if Bi 6= 0. On the other hand, without additional restrictions on k and
n, the first term has finite integral only for those functions (3.4.3a) in which both Bi and T are vanishing.
Since the first term is not a pure total divergence, we should write this as the sum of a total divergence and
terms that already yield finite integral even for M above. Beig and O´ Murchadha wrote this ‘wrong’ term
as
Mqabqcd0Da
(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)√
|q| =
=0Da
(
Mqabqcd
(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)√
|q|
)
−M0Da
(
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)
−
−
(
0DaM
)
qabqcd
(
0Db
(
qcd − 0qcd
)
− 0Dc
(
qbd − 0qbd
))√
|q| =
=0Da
(
Mqabqcd
(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)√
|q|
)
−M0Da
(
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)
−
− 0Da
((
0DbM
)
qabqcd
(
qcd − 0qcd
)√
|q| −
(
0DbM
)
qbcqad
(
qcd − 0qcd
)√
|q|
)
+
+ 0Db
((
0DaM
)
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
qcd − 0qcd
)
− 0Dc
((
0DaM
)
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
qbd − 0qbd
)
=
=−Da
(
Mqabqcd
(
0Dcqbd − 0Dbqcd
)
+
(
0DbM
)
qabqcd
(
qcd − 0qcd
)
−
(
0DcM
)
qabqcd
(
qbd − 0qbd
))√
|q|+
+ 0Da 0DbM
(
qabqcd
(
qcd − 0qcd
)
− qbdqac
(
qcd − 0qcd
))√
|q|+
+ 0Da
(
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
−M
(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)
+
(
0DbM
)(
qcd − 0qcd
)
−
(
0DcM
)(
qbd − 0qbd
))
.
(3.4.4)
The integral of the second and third terms on the right of (3.4.4) is finite if M has the form (3.4.3a) where
K satisfies the stronger condition K ≤ k+2−n, and if the equality holds in this inequality then µ(K)(t, x
k
r )
is an odd parity function of x
k
r . Then, since K ≤ k + 2− n < 2k + 2− n,
H [M, 0] := C[M, 0]−
1
2κ
∫
Σ
Da
{
Mqabqcd
(
0Dcqbd − 0Dbqcd
)
+
(
0DbM
)
qabqcd
(
qcd − 0qcd
)
−
−
(
0DcM
)
qabqcd
(
qbd − 0qbd
)}
dΣ
(3.4.5)
is already well defined. If (δqab, δp˜
ab) is any tangent vector at (qab, p˜
ab) ∈ T ∗Q, then the derivative ofH [M, 0]
in the direction (δqab, δp˜
ab) is
δH [M, 0] =
∫
Σ
(δC[M, 0]
δqab
δqab +
δC[M, 0]
δp˜ab
δp˜ab
)
dnx−
1
2κ
∫
Σ
Da
{
Mqabqcd
√
|q|
(
Γedcδqbe − Γ
e
dbδqce
)
+
+ δ
(
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
M
(
0Dcqbd − 0Dbqcd
)
+
(
0DbM
)(
qcd − 0qcd
)
−
(
0DcM
)(
qbd − 0qbd
))}
dnx,
(3.4.6)
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where δC[M, 0]/δqab and δC[M, 0]/δp˜
ab are given formally by (3.2.2) and (3.2.3). (Strictly speaking, these
are not functional derivatives of C[M, 0], because the constraint function C is not well defined forM above.)
Since, however, the integral of the total divergence on the right of (3.4.6) is vanishing for the functions M
given by (3.4.3a), H [M, 0] is functionally differentiable with respect to the canonical variables too.
We can write
H0[0,M
a] = −2
∫
Σ
(
Dap˜
ab
)
Mbd
nx = 2
∫
Σ
(
p˜ab0D(aMb) − p˜
abΓcabMc −Da
(
p˜abMb
))
dnx. (3.4.7)
The integral of the first two terms on the right is well defined even for vector fields Ma of the form
Mi (t, x
k ) = 2xkRk i (t) + Ti (t) + r
Lµ
(L)
i (t,
xk
r
) + o∞(rL), (3.4.3b)
where L ≤ k + 2 − n, and if the equality holds in this inequality then µ
(L)
i (t,
xk
r ) is an odd parity function
of x
k
r . Note that, to prove the existence of the integral of the first two terms for nonzero Ri j in (3.4.3b) we
also had to use k ≥ 12 (n − 1). The integral of the third term on the right of (3.4.7) is, however, finite only
for Rk i (t) = 0 and Ti (t) = 0. Thus
H [0,Ma] := C[0,Ma] + 2
∫
Σ
Da
(
p˜abMb
)
dnx =
∫
Σ
p˜ab  LMqab d
nx (3.4.8)
is well defined even for vector fields Ma with the structure (3.4.3b). The derivative of H [0,Ma] in the
direction (δqab, δp˜
ab) is
δH [0,Ma] =
∫
Σ
(
 LMqab δp˜
ab −  LMp˜
ab δqab +De
(
M ep˜abδqab
))
dnx. (3.4.9)
Since for the vector fields Ma above the integral of the total divergence is zero, H [0,Ma] is differentiable
with respect to the canonical variables too.
Therefore, the Hamiltonian H [M,Ma] := H [M, 0] + H [0,Ma] of Beig and O´ Murchadha is finite and
functionally differentiable with respect to the canonical variables even for M and Ma given by (3.4.3) with
K,L ≤ k + 2 − n, and if the equality holds in these inequalities then µ(K) and µ
(L)
i must be odd parity
functions of x
k
r , respectively. However, the spacetime vector field K
a :=Mta +Ma is still not needed to be
an asymptotic Killing vector field with respect to some foliation (and not even an allowed time axis), because
the fall-off rates K and L are still required only to satisfy K,L ≤ k + 2 − n (instead of K,L ≤ (1 − k)).
Moreover, Ri j , Bi , Ti and T may still have arbitrary time dependence.
3.5 The algebra of the Hamiltonians and the asymptotic symmetries
On Γ the system of equations
dqab
dt
=
δH [M,M e]
δp˜ab
,
dp˜ab
dt
= −
δH [M,M e]
δqab
, (3.5.1)
defining the Hamiltonian flow on Γ, is precisely the system of the vacuum evolution equations with lapse M
and shift Ma. However, this system still does not preserve the boundary conditions (2.3.1a-3a) and (3.1.4-
6) for the canonical variables, because the regularity and functional differentiability of the Hamiltonian
H [M,Ma] implied only K,L ≤ k+ 2− n, which is weaker than K,L ≤ (1− k). Thus, based on the analysis
of subsection 2.3, we must require that the powers K and L satisfy
K,L ≤ (1− k). (3.5.2)
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Therefore, Ka =Mta +Ma already has the asymptotic form (2.4.1), i.e. Ka must be an element of A, and
the restriction of the Hamiltonian H to the pure gauge generators µ and µa (i.e. for which µta +µa ∈ G), is
just C[µ, µa].
Repeating the analysis of subsection 3.2, one can show that (3.5.2) ensures the vanishing of the boundary
terms appearing in the calculation of the Poisson brackets of two Hamiltonians, H [M,Ma] and H [M¯, M¯a],
and, by (2.4.8-10), thatMaDaM¯−M¯aDaM has the structure of a lapse and [M, M¯ ]a and M¯DaM−MDaM¯
have the structure of a shift satisfying (3.5.2). The resulting Poisson algebra of the Hamiltonians [5] (see
also [4,28]) is
{
H
[
M,Ma
]
, H
[
M¯, M¯a
]}
= −H
[
 LMM¯ −  LM¯M,
[
M, M¯
]a
−
(
MDaM¯ − M¯DaM
)]
. (3.5.3)
For pure gauge generators (3.5.3) reduces to (3.2.8), and the Poisson bracket of H [M,Ma] and C[ν, νa] is
also a constraint function. Thus the Poisson algebra C of the constraint functions is an ideal in the Poisson
algebra H of the Hamiltonians parameterized by the allowed time axes Ka ∈ A. The structure of H can
be determined easily by considering the Hamiltonians parameterized by the special allowed time axes like
Ka = 2xkBk (t)t
a, Ka = 2xjRj
i (t)( ∂
∂xi
)a, ... etc. With this parameterization of the Hamiltonians (3.5.3)
shows that, for each fixed value t of the coordinate time, the factor of H with the ideal C is just the Poincare
algebra. Thus H/C is infinite dimensional. If, however, the coefficients Bi , Ri j , Ti and T are restricted to
be the coefficients in the asymptotic Killing vectors with respect to some ξa as in subsection 2.4, then the
whole factor H/C would be finite dimensional, and, in fact, the Poincare algebra.
As we noted in subsection 2.4, the space A of the allowed time axes does not form a Lie algebra with the
natural Lie bracket in general. Hence the Poisson algebraH of all the Hamiltonians, indexed by the elements
of A, does not seem to be connected in a natural way to some naturally defined Lie algebra of spacetime
vector fields. However, restricting the spacetime vector fields Ka and K¯a to be from the subspace A0ξ of the
space AKξ of the asymptotic Killing vectors for some ξ
a and writing H [Ka] := H [M,Ma], by (2.1.15) the
product law (3.5.3) takes the remarkably simple form
{
H
[
Ka
]
, H
[
K¯a
]}
= −H
[[
K, K¯
]a]
. (3.5.4)
If Ka and K¯a are allowed to be from AKξ , then the first two terms on the right of (2.1.15) give a constraint
function with uncontrollable generators, as in (3.2.9), and we have only
{
H
[
Ka
]
, H
[
K¯a
]}
+H
[[
K, K¯
]a]
∈ C
(
G
)
= C. (3.5.5)
Therefore, the set Hξ := H(AKξ ) of the Hamiltonians parameterized by the asymptotic Killing vectors K
a
with respect to ξa is the Lie product preserving image of AKξ modulo constraints, and on the elements of the
subspace A0ξ the Hamiltonian H preserves the Lie product.
Finally, let M , N , Na and Ma be as in (2.4.1), and calculate the total time derivative of H [M,Ma]
along ξa := Nta +Na. Since M and Ma may depend on t, the derivative consists of two terms:
d
dt
H
[
M,M e
]
= H
[
M˙, M˙ e
]
+
∫
Σ
(δH [M,M e]
δp˜ab
˙˜pab +
δH [M,M e]
δqab
q˙ab
)
dnx =
= H
[
M˙, M˙ e
]
+
{
H
[
N,Ne
]
, H
[
M,M e
] }
=
= H
[
M˙ +  LMN −  LNM, M˙
e +NDeM −MDeN − [N,M ]e
]
.
(3.5.6)
Here first we used (3.5.1) (which, on the constraint surface, are the vacuum evolution equations), and then
(3.5.3). If Ka ∈ A0ξ, then by (2.1.13) and (2.1.14) the right hand side is zero, while for K
a ∈ AKξ the right
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hand side is a constraint function by the asymptotic Killing equations (2.4.2) and (2.4.3). Therefore, the
Hamiltonian of Beig and O´ Murchadha is constant along any allowed time axis ξa modulo constraints for the
asymptotic Killing vectors Ka ∈ AKξ , and it is strictly constant for vectors K
a that are strong asymptotic
Killing with respect to the time axis ξa.
To summarize: First, to ensure that e.g. the symplectic 2-form be well defined, in addition to the result
l = k+1 of the analysis of subsection 2.3, we had to assume that k ≥ 12 (n−1). Then the constraint functions
are well defined, functionally differentiable and close to a Lie algebra precisely for those smearing fields that
correspond to the elements of G itself. The constraint function preserves the Lie product of the elements
of the space G0ξ in the Poisson algebra. The Hamiltonian of Beig and O´ Murchadha, parameterized by the
allowed time axes Ka, are finite, functionally differentiable, close to an infinite dimensional Lie algebra,
and the Hamilton equations preserve the boundary conditions for the canonical variables. The Hamiltonian
preserves the Lie product of the elements of the space A0ξ , and preserves the Lie product of the elements
of the space AKξ modulo constraints. The Beig–O´ Murchadha Hamiltonian H [K
a] is constant in time with
respect to ξa for any Ka ∈ A0ξ, but it is only constant modulo constraints for the asymptotic Killing vectors
Ka ∈ AKξ .
4. The ADM conserved quantities of matter+gravity systems
4.1 The ADM conserved quantities
In the complete Hamiltonian description the matter fields would have to be included. However, a detailed
Hamiltonian analysis of the matter fields is not needed if we are interested only in the ADM energy-
momentum and angular momentum, because the value of the Hamiltonian of the matter fields on the
matter constraint surface (if there is any, as in the spacial case of Yang–Mills fields) is expected to be
Qm[K
a] for some allowed time axis Ka ∈ A. Then the gravitational constraint, i.e. a part of Ein-
stein’s equation, is Qm[K
a] + C[Ka] = 0. Thus, the value of the total Hamiltonian on the constraint
surface, H [Ka]|Γ + Qm[Ka], is given by the same surface term as in the vacuum case, and it has the
structure H [Ka]|Γ + Qm[Ka] = T (t)p0 + Ti (t)pi + Ri j (t)ji j + 2Bi (t)ji 0, where T (t), Ti (t), Ri j (t) and
Bi (t) are the functions appearing e.g. in the form (2.4.1) of the allowed time axis K
a. If, however,
Ka ∈ AKξ for some ξ
a ∈ A, whenever the functions T (t), Ti (t), Ri j (t) and Bi (t) can be represented
by the 12m(m + 1) independent parameters T , Ti , Ri j and Bi , the evaluation of H [K
a] + Qm[K
a] on
Γ above defines a linear mapping AKξ /G
K
ξ ≈ A
0
ξ/G
0
ξ → R, whose components P
0, Pi , Ji j and Ji 0 de-
fine the energy, the linear momentum, the spatial angular momentum and centre-of-mass, respectively, via
H [Ka]|Γ +Qm[Ka] =: TP0 + Ti Pi +Ri j Ji j + 2Bi Ji 0. In particular, if Ka ∈ AKξ and ξ
a ∈ G, whenever the
functions T (t), Ti (t), Ri j (t) and Bi (t) are all constant, then, as we will see, P
0 and Pi are just the familiar
ADM energy and linear momentum, respectively, Ji j is the angular momentum of Regge and Teitelboim and
J
i 0 is the centre-of-mass given by Beig and O´ Murchadha. If, however, Ka ∈ AKξ but ξ
a− ta ∈ G, whenever
T (t), Ri j (t) and Bi (t) are still constant but Ti (t) changes in time as Ti (t) = Ti −2tBi (just according to the
expression of the n+ 1 form of the boost Killing vectors of the Minkowski spacetime), then P0, Pi and Ji j
remains the same but the centre-of-mass Ji 0 deviates from that of Beig and O´ Murchadha by the term tPi .
Since Pa and Ja b , a , b = 0, 1, ..., n, are elements of the dual space of AKξ /G
K
ξ , it is easy to check that under
a Lorentz transformation xa 7→ xbΛb
a of the Cartesian coordinates xa = (t, xi ) the energy-momentum Pa
transforms as a Lorentz vector and the angular momentum Ja b as an anti-symmetric tensor: Pa 7→ PbΛb a
and Ja b 7→ Jc dΛc aΛd b , while under a translation xa 7→ xa + ηa of the Cartesian coordinates Pa remains
intact and Ja b 7→ Ja b + 2η[a Pb ]. Thus under a Poincare transformation of the Cartesian coordinates Pa
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transforms like the energy-momentum vector and Ja b as the angular momentum tensor of a Poincare in-
variant system. We emphasize that to derive these transformation properties the centre-of-mass expression
of Beig and O´ Murchadha had to be completed by the term tPi . It might be worth noting that in the
so-called field formulation of general relativity on a given background [29,30] the centre-of-mass expression
also contains the extra term tPi .
The general expression of these quantities in terms of the metric and the extrinsic curvature for any
allowed time axis Ka is
Q[Ka] := H [Ka]|Γ +Qm[K
a] = −
1
2κ
∫
Σ
Da
{
Mqabqcd
(
0Dcqbd − 0Dbqcd
)
−
(
0DbM
)
qabqcd
(
qcd − 0qcd
)
+
+
(
0DcM
)
qabqcd
(
qbd − 0qbd
)
− 2Mb
(
χba − χqba
)}
dΣ.
(4.1.1)
Therefore, we can define the energy-momentum and angular momentum of any asymptotic end by the
surface term of (4.1.1) even in the presence of matter fields, independently of any symplectic or Hamiltonian
structure or phase space. The only requirement is its existence, and we assume only that the boundary
conditions obtained from the investigations of the evolution equations in subsection 2.3 hold. Apparently,
for asymptotic boosts (i.e. for Bi 6= 0) and rotations (Ri j 6= 0) (4.1.1) gives finite value only if k = n − 1,
and for asymptotic translations (i.e. for Bi = 0, Ri j = 0 but T 6= 0 or Ti 6= 0) only if k = n− 2. However,
it is well known that the ADM energy-momentum is finite and well defined even if the metric falls off only
slightly faster than r−
1
2
(n−2), because the contribution of the slow fall-off ‘part’ of the metric and extrinsic
curvature to the ADM energy-momentum can always be written as a constraint: the whole Hamiltonian
expressed as a volume integral is finite even for the slower fall-off asymptotic ends [10]. We show that, by
the same reason, the angular momentum and centre-of-mass can be finite even for metrics with r−
1
2
(n−1)
fall-off. In particular, in m = 3+ 1 spacetime dimensions the a priori 1/r fall-off of Beig and O´ Murchadha
is the weakest possible for which, in general, we can have finite angular momentum.
To determine the weakest possible power-type boundary conditions coming from the finiteness of Q[Ka],
let us rewrite it as an integral on Σ by the very definition (3.4.5) and (3.4.8) of the Hamiltonian:
Q[Ka] =
∫
Σ
(
jaMa + µM
)
dΣ +
1
κ
∫
Σ
(
χab − χqab
)(
0D(aMb) − Γ
c
abMc
)
dΣ−
−
1
2κ
∫
Σ
{
0Da 0DbM
(
qabqcd
(
qcd − 0qcd
)
− qbdqac
(
qcd − 0qcd
))√
|q|+
+ 0Da
(
qabqcd
√
|q|
)((
0DbM
)(
qcd − 0qcd
)
−
(
0DcM
)(
qbd − 0qbd
))
−
−M0Da
(
qabqcd
√
|q|
)(
0Dbqcd − 0Dcqbd
)
+
+Mqcdq
abqef
(
ΓcabΓ
d
ef − Γ
c
aeΓ
d
bf
)√
|q|+M
(
χ2 − χabχ
ab
)√
|q|
}
dnx,
(4.1.2)
where M and Ma have the form (2.4.1) for some (unspecified) powers E and F . Suppose that the energy
density and the momentum density of the matter fields satisfy the fall-off and parity conditions of subsection
2.3. If Bi 6= 0 then the condition of the existence of the integrals involvingM is E ≤ (1−k) and k ≥
1
2 (n−1),
and if the equality E = (1 − k) holds then µ(E)(t, x
k
r ) of (2.4.1) has odd parity. Thus, in particular, k ≥ 1
and E ≤ 0 must hold if n ≥ 3. If Bi = 0 then the rate k of the fall-off can be reduced. In fact, the condition
of the existence of the integrals involving M is E ≤ −k and k > 12 (n − 2), which, for n = 3, gives the
well known results k > 12 and E ≤ −k < −
1
2 . Similarly, if Ri j 6= 0 then the condition of the finiteness of
the integrals involving Ma is k ≥
1
2 (n − 1) and F ≤ (1 − k), and if the equality F = (1 − k) holds then
µ
(F )
i (t,
xk
r ) of (2.4.1) has odd parity. If Ri j = 0 then the fall-off may be slower: k >
1
2 (n− 2) and F ≤ −k.
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Therefore, the energy-momentum and (relativistic) angular momentum are finite for general time axes Ka
precisely when k ≥ 12 (n− 1), but for the slower fall-off k >
1
2 (n− 2) the finiteness of the energy-momentum
is not guaranteed by Bi = 0 and Ri j = 0 alone, E,F ≤ −k must also be required.
This motivates us to consider, for some q ≤ (1 − k), the special time axes Ka = Mta +Ma ∈ A with
the asymptotic structure
M = T (t) + rEµ(E)
(
t,
xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rE
)
,
Mi = Ti (t) + r
Fµi
(F )
(
t,
xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rF
)
, E, F ≤ q.
(4.1.3)
A simple calculation shows that they do not form a Lie algebra. If, however, they are assumed to be
asymptotic Killing vectors too (whenever the powers P and Q in the asymptotic Killing equations (2.4.2)
and (2.4.3) should be required to satisfy P,Q ≤ q − 1, and Ti and T are necessarily constant), then for
certain values of q they form a subspace in AKξ which behaves like an ideal of a Lie algebra. In fact, if qT
K
ξ
is the set of the asymptotic Killing vectors Ka = Mta +Ma whose components satisfy (4.1.3), then by a
calculation similar to (2.4.8-10) shows that the Lie bracket of Ka ∈ qT Kξ and K¯
a ∈ AKξ (where the latter is
given by (2.4.1)) contains terms of order r−k. Thus the Lie bracket operation preserves the index q of qT Kξ
and the components of [K, K¯]a have the structure (2.1.3) provided q ≥ −k. The quotient qT Kξ /qT
K
ξ ∩ G
K
ξ
is isomorphic to Rm and inherits a commutative Lie algebra structure from AKξ /G
K
ξ . Thus qT
K
ξ may be
interpreted as the space of the ‘q fast fall-off’ asymptotic translations in AKξ , where −k ≤ q ≤ (1 − k).
These asymptotic translations can be singled out even if k ∈ (0, 1), whenever AKξ /G
K
ξ is only the Lorentz
Lie algebra rather than the Poincare one. The results of the previous paragraph show that for k ≥ 12 (n− 1)
the space of the translations could be any of qT Kξ , q ∈ [−k, 1− k], but for k >
1
2 (n − 2) it is just the space
−kT Kξ whose elements yield finite energy-momentum.
For the sake of logical completeness one should note that, strictly speaking, the standard expression
for the ADM energy-momentum and angular momentum (including the Beig–O´ Murchadha centre-of-mass)
differs from that given by (4.1.1). However, it is easy to see that (4.1.1) coincides with the standard one. In
fact, for example the first term of the integral (4.1.1) can be written as
∫
Σ
Da
{
Mqabqcd
(
0Dcqbd − 0Dbqcd
)}√
|q|dnx =
=
∫
Σ
0Da
{
M
(
0q
ab − r−kq(k)ab + o∞
(
r−k
))(
0q
cd − r−kq(k)cd + o∞
(
r−k
))
×
×
(
0Dcqbd − 0Dbqcd
)√
1 + r−kd+ o∞
(
r−k
)}√
| 0q|d
nx =
= − lim
r 7→∞
∮
Sr
(
M 0q
cd
(
0Dcqad − 0Daqcd
)
+ r−kFa
)
0v
arn−1dS,
where q(k)ab := 0q
ac
0q
bdq
(k)
cd , d is a smooth function, 0v
a is the outward directed 0qab-orthogonal unit normal
to the large sphere Sr of coordinate radius r, dS is the unit sphere volume element, and the 1-form Fa is
defined by the last equality of the integrands. If Ka ∈ A and k ≥ 12 (n− 1), then Fa 0v
a = O(r−k) holds and
its parity is odd, while if Ka has the structure (4.1.3) with q = −k and k > 12 (n−2), then Fa 0v
a = O(r−k−1).
However, in both cases the r → ∞ limit of the integral of the term rn−k−1Fa 0va is zero. Similarly, all the
remaining terms in (4.1.1) can also be written into the form being linear in the physical metric qab and the
extrinsic curvature χab, yielding the familiar expression given in [5].
Finally, calculate the total time derivative of Q[Ka] along any allowed time axis ξa, where Ka ∈ AN .
However, in the present calculations we cannot use (3.5.1), because they are the vacuum evolution equations
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in the Hamiltonian phase space. In the presence of the matter in the spacetime we must use (2.1.2) and
(2.1.7). They, the definitions and formulae (3.1.3) and (3.2.2) imply that
˙˜pab =
δH [N,Ne]
δqab
+
1
2
Nqab
( 1
2κ
(
R+ χ2 − χcdχ
cd
)
− µ
)√
|q| −
1
2
Nσab
√
|q|. (4.1.4)
Then by (2.3.5), (3.5.3), (4.1.4) and the definitions we have
d
dt
(
H
[
M,M e
]
+Qm
[
M,M e
])
=
=
d
dt
Qm
[
M,M e
]
+H
[
M˙, M˙ e
]
+
∫
Σ
(δH [M,M e]
δp˜ab
˙˜pab +
δH [M,M e]
δqab
q˙ab
)
dnx =
=Qm
[
M˙ +  LMN −  LNM, M˙
e +NDeM −MDeN − [N,M ]e
]
+H
[
M˙, M˙ e
]
+
+
{
H
[
N,Ne
]
, H
[
M,M e
]}
+
∫
Σ
( 1
2κ
(
R+ χ2 − χabχ
ab
)
− µ
)(
Mχ+DcM
c
)
NdΣ =
=H
[
M˙ +  LMN −  LNM, M˙
e +NDeM −MDeN − [N,M ]e
]
+
+Qm
[
M˙ +  LMN −  LNM, M˙
e +NDeM −MDeN − [N,M ]e
]
+
+
∫
Σ
( 1
2κ
(
R + χ2 − χabχ
ab
)
− µ
)(
Mχ+DcM
c
)
NdΣ.
Taking into account the Lagrangian constraints (2.1.5) and (2.1.6) we obtain
d
dt
Q
[
M,M e
]
= Q
[
M˙ +  LMN −  LNM, M˙
e +NDeM −MDeN − [N,M ]e
]
. (4.1.5)
By (4.1.1) the right hand side is an (n− 1)-sphere integral at infinity with the generators M˜ := M˙ +  LMN −
 LNM and M˜
e := M˙ e + NDeM −MDeN − [N,M ]e. If Ka is a general asymptotic Killing vector, then
by (2.4.2) and (2.4.3) the order of these generators is at most O(r1−k), whenever their parity is odd and
k ≥ 12 (n − 1). If K
a is an asymptotic translation from −kT Kξ and k >
1
2 (n − 2), then the order of these
generators is at most O(r−k). However, in both cases the right hand side of (4.1.5) is vanishing. Therefore,
the quantities Q[Ka] are constant in time for the asymptotic Killing vectors Ka ∈ AKξ . This result is
analogous to the fact that the Qm[K
a] of subsection 2.3 is constant in time for any Killing vector Ka of the
spacetime. Nevertheless, while for the conservation of Qm[K
a] built from the matter field variables Ka must
be a genuine Killing vector, the conservation of the analogous quantity Q[Ka] of the matter+gravity system
is ensured even by the asymptotic Killing fields too.
However, if the time evolution is defined by the allowed time axis ξa but Ka is an asymptotic Killing
vector with respect to another ξ¯a, i.e. Ka ∈ AK
ξ¯
, then in general Q[Ka] is not conserved. In particular, if
ξa represents pure time translation at infinity (i.e. its lapse part tends to 1), but Ka ∈ AK
ξ¯
for some ξ¯a ∈ G
(whenever Bi (t), Ri j (t), Ti (t) and T (t) of K
a are independent of t), then Q[Ka] is not constant in time
with respect to ξa. For example, the time derivative of the centre-of-mass of Beig and O´ Murchadha with
respect to ξa above is not zero, that is just the spatial (linear) momentum.
4.2 The background-independence of Q[Ka]
Let 0v
a be the outward directed 0qab-unit normal to the coordinate spheres in Σ, and let γ be an integral
curve of 0v
a form some Sr0 to Sr. Then the length of γ in the physical metric qab is
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R =
∫ r
r0
√
|qab 0va 0vb|dr
′ =
∫ r
r0
√
1−
1
r′k
q
(k)
ab 0v
a
0vb + o(r′−k)dr
′ =
=
{
r − r0 +A ln
r
r0
+B + o(r−0), if k = 1;
r − r0 + A¯ r−k+1 + B¯ + o(r−k+1), if k 6= 1
(4.2.1)
for some constants A, A¯, B and B¯. This implies, in particular, that
1
Rk
−
1
rk
=
{
o(r−1), if k = 1;
O(r−2k), if k 6= 1.
(4.2.2)
Therefore, in the definitions (2.3.1)-(2.3.3) of the asymptotic flatness the radial distance r can be substituted
by the physical radial distance R without changing the structure or the leading terms of qi j and χi j .
To clarify the potential ambiguity both of the notion of asymptotic flatness and the quantities Q[Ka]
coming from the non-uniqueness of the background metric 0qab, let (Σ, qab, χab) be (k, l)-asymptotically flat
with respect to 0qab, and let 0q¯ab be another background metric, being flat on Σ − K. (Without loss of
generality we may assume that the domain of the flatness of both 0qab and 0q¯ab coincide.) Thus there exists
a diffeomorphism φ : Σ−K → Σ−K such that 0q¯ab = φ∗ 0qab. For the sake of simplicity suppose that φ is
homotopic to the identity Id|Σ−K , i.e. for some one-parameter family φu of diffeomorphisms φ0 = Id|Σ−K
and φ1 = φ. Then we can form the one-parameter family of flat metrics 0qab(u) := φ
∗
u 0qab on Σ−K (which
can obviously be extended to the whole Σ as, in general curved, negative definite metrics). If V a is the vector
field on Σ−K generating φu, and its components in the coordinates {xk } are defined by V a0qab =: Vk 0Dbxk ,
then
δ 0qab :=
( d
du
0qab(u)
)
|u=0 =  LV0qab =
(
0Di Vj + 0Dj Vi
)
0Dax
i
0Dbx
j . (4.2.1)
Writing Vi in the form
Vi (x
k ) = 2xk ρk i + τi + r
RV
(R)
i
(xk
r
)
+ o∞
(
rR
)
(4.2.2)
for some power R, where the first two terms together is just the kernel of the flat Killing operator 0D(i Vj )
for 0qab, we have
0D(i Vj ) = r
R−1
(
R 0v
k δk (i V
(R)
j ) +
(
∂¯k V
(R)
(i
)(
δkj ) − δj )m 0v
m
0v
k
))
+ o∞
(
rR−1
)
. (4.2.3)
Its leading term has even parity iff V
(R)
i (
xk
r ) has odd parity. Since, for sufficiently small u, one has qab −
0qab(u) = qab − 0qab − (0qab(u) − 0qab) = qab − 0qab − δ 0qab u + O(u2), and hence, in the 0qab-Cartesian
coordinate system {xk }, qi j− 0qi j (u) = qi j− 0qi j−δ 0qi j u+O(u2) = r−kq
(k)
i j +o
∞(r−k)−2 0D(i Vj ) u+O(u
2)
holds. The one-parameter family of coordinate systems {x¯i (u)}, defined in terms of the coordinates {xk }
by x¯i (u) := φiu(x
k ), is Cartesian with respect to the one-parameter family of flat metrics 0qab(u), i.e.
0q¯mn (u) = −δmn . (To see this it is enough to recall the definition of the pull-back 0qab(u) of the metric
0qab along φu in the coordinates {x
i }, viz. 0qi j (u) :=
∂φm
∂xi
∂φn
∂xj 0qmn = −δmn
∂x¯m
∂xi
∂x¯n
∂xj , and to compare
this with the transformation law 0qi j (u) = 0q¯mn (u)
∂x¯m
∂xi
∂x¯n
∂xj of the components 0qi j (u) and 0q¯mn (u) of
0qab(u) in the coordinates {xi } and {x¯m (u)}, respectively.) Then for sufficiently small u we have x¯i =
xi + V i (xk )u + O(u2). Thus the components of the physical metric and the extrinsic curvature in the
0qab(u)-Cartesian coordinate system {x¯k (u)}, respectively, are
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q¯i j =qmn
∂xm
∂x¯i
∂xn
∂x¯j
= 0q¯i j +
1
rk
(
q
(k)
i j − 2u q
(k)
i k ρj
k − 2u q
(k)
j k ρi
k
)
+ o∞
(
r−k
)
−
− 2u rR−1
(
R 0v
k δk (i V
(R)
j ) + ∂¯(i V
(R)
j ) − 0v
k
(
∂¯k V
(R)
(i
)
δj )l 0v
l
)
+ o∞
(
rR−1
)
+O
(
u2
)
,
χ¯i j =χmn
∂xm
∂x¯i
∂xn
∂x¯j
=
1
rl
(
χ
(l)
i j − 2uχ
(l)
i k ρj
k − 2uχ
(l)
j k ρi
k
)
+ o∞
(
r−l
)
−
− 2u rR−1−l
(
R 0v
m δm (iχ
(l)
j )k V
(R)k + χ
(l)
k (i ∂¯j )V
(R)k − 0v
m
(
∂¯m V
(R)k
)
χ
(l)
k (i δj )l 0v
l
)
+
+ o∞
(
rR−1−l
)
+O
(
u2
)
.
(4.2.4)
Therefore, the asymptotic end (Σ, qab, χab), which is (k, l)-asymptotically flat with respect to the background
metric 0qab, remains (k, l)-asymptotically flat with respect to the new flat metrics 0qab(u) = φ
∗
u 0qab for
sufficiently small u precisely when R ≤ (1− k) and V
(R)
i has odd parity for R = 1− k. These changes of the
background metrics will be called allowed. (Apart from a rigid Euclidean rotation, the non-trivial leading
terms of qi j and χi j are invariant with respect to the change 0qab 7→ 0qab(u) of the background metric iff
R < (1 − k).) Therefore, the corresponding V a’s are special, purely spatial asymptotic Killing vectors.
The change of the background metric 0qab yields a change of the allowed time axes. By (4.2.2) for the
infinitesimal change of M and Ma given by (2.4.1) one has
δM :=
( d
du
M
(
x¯k (u)
))
u=0
=
=2V iBi + r
E−1
(
E 0v
k δk i ν
(E) +
(
∂¯k ν
(E)
)(
δki − 0v
k
0v
j δj i
))
V i + o∞
(
rE
)
=
=2xk
(
2ρk jB
j
)
+ 2τjB
j + 2rE 0v
k ρk
i
(
∂¯i ν
(E)
)
+ 2rRBi V
(R)
i + o
∞
(
rE
)
+ o∞
(
rR
)
,
δMa :=
( d
du
(
Mi
(
x¯k (u)
)
0Dax¯
i (u)
))
u=0
=
=
(
2xk
(
2ρk
jRj i − 2Rk
j ρj i
)
+
(
2τ jRj i − 2T
j ρj i
)
+ 2rF
(
0v
k ρk
j
(
∂¯j ν
(F )
i
)
− ν
(F )
j ρ
j
i
)
+
+2rR 0v
kRk
j
(
R 0v
m δmi V
(R)
j +
(
∂¯m V
(R)
j
)(
δmi − 0v
m
0v
n δn i
))
+ o∞
(
rF
)
+ o∞
(
rR
))
0Dax
i .
(4.2.5)
Thus the allowed change of the background metric acts on Ka =Mta+Ma as the diffeomorphism generated
by the asymptotic Killing vector V a: for E,F ≤ (1 − k) the structure of δM and δMa is similar to that of
M and Ma, respectively, if R < (1 − k) or if R = (1 − k) and V
(R)
i has odd parity. If, however, Bi = 0,
Ri j = 0 and E,F ≤ −k, i.e. K
a ∈ −kT
K
ξ , then the structure of δM and δMa will be similar to that of M
and Ma, respectively, only if R ≤ −k.
To calculate the change of Q[Ka] under the allowed change of the background metric let us form
Qu[K
a(u)] by using the one-parameter family of the flat background metrics 0qab(u) in (4.1.1) instead of
0qab. Then, with the notation δK
a := δMta + qabδMb, a straightforward calculation gives
δQ[Ka] : =
( d
du
Qu[K
a(u)]
)
|u=0 =
= Q[δKa] +
1
2κ
∫
Σ
Da
{
M
(
δ 0Γ
a
bcq
bc − δ 0Γ
c
cbq
ba
)
+
(
qabqcd − qacqbd
)(
0DbM
)
δ 0qcd
}
dΣ,
(4.2.6)
where δ 0Γ
a
bc :=
1
2 0q
ad(−0Ddδ 0qbc+0Dcδ 0qdb+0Dbδ 0qcd). Thus the spatial momentum and angular momen-
tum depend on the background metric only through their generator Ma, but the energy and centre-of-mass
may be ambiguous as a consequence of the non-vanishing of the integral on the right of (4.2.6) too. (Using
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the expression (4.1.2) for Q[Ka] instead of (4.1.1) it can be shown that δQ[Ka] is finite if R < (1− k), or if
R = (1− k) and V
(R)
i has odd parity.) First suppose that K
a =Mta +Ma is an asymptotic Killing vector,
and hence E,F ≤ (1 − k). Then by the results of the previous subsection k ≥ 12 (n − 1) must hold, and by
(4.2.4) and (4.2.5) R ≤ (1 − k) must be required. Thus Q[δKa] depends only on the first two terms of δM
and δMa in (4.2.5), because the remaining terms are pure gauge generators. However, by (2.4.11-14) this
is nothing but the transformation law of the energy, and the components of the spatial momentum, spatial
angular momentum and centre-of-mass under the Euclidean transformation coming from the diffeomorphism
generated by V a. To rule out the ambiguities in the expression of the energy and the centre-of-mass, we
must require the vanishing of the integral in (4.2.6). Its vanishing can be ensured by requiring R < (2− n),
or R = (2 − n) and that V
(R)
i be odd parity functions. Next suppose that K
a ∈ −kT Kξ , i.e. Ri j = 0,
Bi = 0 and E,F ≤ −k. Then by the previous subsection Q[Ka] is finite even if k >
1
2 (n− 2), and by (4.2.5)
R ≤ −k, implying that Q[δKa] is finite and describes how the components of the spatial momentum trans-
form under the Euclidean transformation coming from the diffeomorphism generated by V a. (The energy
remains intact.) The vanishing of the integral in (4.2.6) can be ensured even by R < (3 − n). Therefore,
Q[Ka] is unambiguously defined for Ka ∈ AKξ if R ≤ (1 − k), R ≤ (2 − n) and in the case of the equality,
R = (2−n), V
(R)
i has odd parity; and for K
a ∈ −kT Kξ if R ≤ −k and R < (3−n). In particular, in m = 3+1
spacetime dimensions and for k = 1 the angular momentum and centre-of-mass are well defined provided the
diffeomorphisms connecting the background metrics tend to the rigid Euclidean transformations like O(r−1)
with odd parity generator, or faster. For the condition ensuring well defined energy and spatial momentum
we recovered the known results of [8,11]. Namely, writing k in the form k = 12 + δ for some δ > 0, the energy
and momentum are well defined if the diffeomorphisms tend to the Euclidean transformation like O(r−
1
2
−δ).
Appendix: Global integral conditions at the null infinity
Let us consider global quantities associated to the global state of the matter fields in the Minkowski
spacetime at a given retarded time U, i.e. if the spacelike hypersurface of subsection 2.2 extends to
the future null infinity I+ such that its intersection with I+ is the U = constant cut. However, in
the present context it seems more comfortable to choose this hypersurface to be the null hypersurface
NU := {(τ,X i )| τ − R = U } instead of a spacelike (e.g. a hyperboloidal) one. Here (τ,X i ), i = 1, ..., n,
are still the Cartesian coordinates introduced in subsection 2.2. For the null NU the flux integral of T abKb
takes the form limR→∞
∫ R
0
∮
S
T ablaKbdSR′n−1dR′, where la := ∇a(τ −R) = ta + va, a null normal to NU .
Thus if, for the sake of brevity, we define ρ(U,R, X
k
R ) := taT
ablb = µ(U + R,X
k ) + ja(U + R,Xk )va and
ρi (U,R, X
k
R ) := K
i
aT
ablb = K
i
a(j
a(U +R,Xk )+σab(U +R,Xk )vb), then the global energy, spatial momen-
tum, angular momentum and centre-of-mass measured at the retarded time U at future null infinity are finite
precisely when
∮
S
+ρdS = o(R−n),
∮
S
+ρi dS = o(R−n),
∮
S
−ρ[iX j ] 1RdS = o(R
−m) and
∮
S
(+ρi−−ρX
i
R )dS =
o(R−m), respectively. These conditions could be satisfied if ρ(U,R, X
k
R ) =
1
Rm ρ
(m)(U, X
k
R ) + o(R
−m) and
ρi (U,R, X
k
R ) =
Xi
R (
+ϕ(U,R, X
k
R )+
1
Rm
−ρ(m)(U, X
k
R ))+o(R
−m), where −ρ(m)(U, X
k
R ) is the odd parity part
of ρ(m)(U, X
k
R ) and
+ϕ(U,R, X
k
R ) is an arbitrary function with even parity.
±ρ(m) contribute to the energy
and spatial momentum, but do not to the angular momentum and centre-of-mass. Thus we may call them
the BS mass aspect of T ab.
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